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The coupling between the magnetosphere and the high latitude ionosphere

through energetic particles and electromagnetic fields results in the production

of Hall currents that drive Farley–Buneman instabilities. Numerous studies

have shown that these irregularities can modify the mean state of the ionosphere

through wave heating, and therefore, change the local temperature, plasma den-

sity, composition, and conductivity.

Linear, local fluid theory of Farley–Buneman instabilities, although limited,

has produced some important, verified predictions. Nevertheless, linear the-

ory falls short in explaining several features observed in the experimental data.

Particle in cell (PIC) simulations have been so far the most successful approach

for this purpose, and have been able to resolve most of the small scale non-

linear features of Farley–Buneman instabilities as seen by radars and rockets.

Furthermore, a heuristic model consistent with PIC results was built to predict

temperature enhancements seen with incoherent scatter radars and to interpret

plasma state parameters from Doppler data obtained from coherent backscatter

radars.

However, recent satellite and radar measurements have challenged this

heuristic model. Moreover, these discrepancies are related to non–local scale



processes, which current state of the art PIC implementations cannot address

because of the extreme computational cost. In order to address these discrepan-

cies, information about the large scale spectral features of these instabilities as

well as the local plasma state parameters have to be coupled by physical models.

Given the computational limitations of PIC simulations, more scalable methods

are needed. Furthermore, it is fundamental to find new ways to assess the pro-

posed heuristic model. Finally, new approaches need to be explored beyond

reductionist models, which are often constrained by computational limitations.

In this work, we used a non–reductionist model to explain one of the most

important non–linear features of Farley–Buneman instabilities, the evolution

of the phase speeds of the different wave modes, by using the formalism of

stochastic differential equations. Moreover, we used the electrostatic nature of

the convection electric field to assess the physical consistency of the heuristic

model mentioned above: the model will be satisfactory to the extent that the

plasma flows derived from it are incompressible. Finally, we implemented a

continuous hybrid simulation of Farley–Buneman instabilities. We showed that

the proposed numerical algorithm is significantly more scalable than PIC im-

plementations and that it can reproduce most of the physical behavior of these

instabilities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Space physics tries to understand the environment surrounding our planet.

It is the study of how matter and energy flow from the Sun to the Earth’s atmo-

sphere [42]. This encompasses several distinct regions in space that include the

solar interior and its atmosphere, the interplanetary regions and the solar wind

within, the magnetosphere, the plasmasphere, and the ionosphere that lives to-

gether with the neutral atmosphere of the Earth [46]. For almost a century, the

space physics community has been revealing the mechanisms that govern these

regions by applying (and often creating) new theoretical and experimental tools.

The scientific relevance of studying space physics can be divided into two

main components: basic science and technological applications. Some ques-

tions from the basic science domain are motivated for the understanding of the

geospace phenomena itself as well as for the possible extensions to other areas

such as planetary and exoplanetary sciences and astrophysics. Furthermore,

the fact that our space environment can be considered a an enormous plasma

laboratory makes it a perfect research area to explore some of the fundamen-

tal processes in plasma physics. The relevance of technological applications is

mostly related to satellite and ground–based radio communication. Not only

could the safety of the satellite systems be compromised in the event of intense

solar events, but communications can be damaged if the ionosphere departs

significantly from steady state.

Plasma instabilities are one the most important processes in space physics,

and they are ubiquitous across not only the heliosphere but all the known uni-

verse. These structures are formed when a set of wave modes starts growing
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exponentially (or faster) by taking energy from a “free” energy source through

several different mechanisms. There exist numerous well known plasma insta-

bilities. In this work, we will focus on a specific one that affects the ionospheric

E–region, most significantly at high latitudes.

The coupling between the magnetosphere and the high latitude ionosphere

through energetic particles and electromagnetic fields results in the production

of Hall currents that drive Farley–Buneman instabilities [22]. They develop at

altitudes between 95 km and 120 km in the auroral and equatorial E region and

to a lesser extent at mid–latitudes [79]. Due to their different mobilities and

collision rates, magnetized drifting electrons induce polarization drifts on the

unmagnetized ions. Because of their inertia, ions tend to overshoot the polar-

ization field recovery and accumulate in the crests of the local density irregular-

ities faster than diffusion opposes them [49]. This results in a spectrum of field–

aligned plasma density irregularities [76, 77]. Numerous studies have shown

that these irregularities can modify the mean state of the ionosphere through

wave heating [84, 2]. Furthermore, changing the local temperature can affect

other state parameters such as plasma density, composition, and conductivity.

These state parameters are fundamental to determining the transport proper-

ties of the ionospheric plasma and its interaction with the neutral atmosphere.

Consequently, neutral wind surges, gravity waves, and traveling atmospheric

and ionospheric disturbances can be produced which can ultimately affect iono-

spheric stability at lower latitudes [28]. Moreover, recent studies have suggested

that these instabilities can change the evolution of magnetospheric dynamics by

affecting the conductivity of the ionosphere [94].

Linear, local fluid theory of Farley–Buneman instabilities, although limited,
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has produced some important, verified predictions. For instance, it gives a rea-

sonable estimate for the threshold electric field (Eth) required to trigger the insta-

bilities: the electron convection driven by this threshold fields has to be larger

than the ion–acoustic speed to produce wave growth. Nevertheless, linear the-

ory falls short in explaining several features observed in the experimental data

[69]. Most of the solutions to these problems cannot be expressed in closed form

due to strong nonlinear behavior.

The nonlinear character of these systems can be resolved by the numerical

solutions of the corresponding dynamical equations. Particle in cell (PIC) simu-

lations have been so far the most successful approach for this purpose [66, 69].

For instance, Oppenheim has used the PIC method to reproduce most of the

small scale nonlinear features of Farley–Buneman instabilities as seen by radars

and rockets: saturation of density irregularities and phase speeds, turning of

wave modes propagation direction, etc [68, 65, 67, 66]. Furthermore, by mak-

ing assumptions about the amplitudes of the perturbed electric field and the

propagation angle of Farley–Buneman waves with respect to the magnetic field,

Milikh and Dimant [60, 18] were able to construct a heuristic model to make

predictions of temperature enhancements seen with incoherent scatter radars.

Using this heuristic model, Hysell [50] extended Milikh and Dimant’s results

to interpret plasma state parameters from Doppler data obtained from coherent

backscatter radars. However, recent work from Bahcivan [3, 4] has challenged

the assumptions used in Milikh and Dimant’s heuristic model. Moreover, these

discrepancies are related to non–local scale waves propagating along the Earth’s

magnetic field lines which current state–of–the–art PIC implementations cannot

address because of the extreme computational cost. Consequently, the theoreti-

cal picture of Farley–Buneman irregularities in the auroral region is in discord,
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and solving the present discrepancies regarding the turbulent electric fields,

heating rates, and spectral characteristics of these waves remains to be done.

In order to address the current controversies, information about the large

scale spectral aspects of these instabilities as well as the local plasma state pa-

rameters have to be coupled by physical models. Given the computational lim-

itations of PIC simulations, more scalable methods are needed. Furthermore,

it is important to find new ways to assess the heuristic model used now to in-

terpret plasma state parameters from Doppler spectral moments. Finally, new

approaches need to be explored beyond reductionist models which are often

constrained because of computational limitations. In the present work, we will

focus on implementing and testing these proposed solutions.

In chapter 2, we propose a non–reductionist model to explain one of the most

important nonlinear features of Farley–Buneman instabilities: the saturation of

phase speeds of the different wave modes. We used the formalism of stochas-

tic differential equations to model the complex interactions with a linearized

system plus a stochastic term. Applying an averaging technique, we can ob-

tain an augmented linear system that depends on the random behavior of the

waves. In chapter 3, we use the electrostatic nature of the convection electric

field to assess the physical consistency of the heuristic model mentioned above:

the model will be satisfactory to the extent that the convection patterns derived

from them are incompressible. Chapter 4 will describe the implementation of

a continuous hybrid simulation of Farley–Buneman instabilities. We show that

the proposed numerical algorithm is significantly more scalable than PIC im-

plementations and that it can reproduce most of the physical features of these

instabilities. Finally, chapter 5 will summarize the results and sketch how they

4



can be used in the future to solve the open questions about of Farley–Buneman

instabilities outlined above.
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CHAPTER 2

PHASE SPEED SATURATION OF FARLEY–BUNEMAN WAVES DUE TO

STOCHASTIC, SELF–INDUCED FLUCTUATIONS IN THE

BACKGROUND FLOW

2.1 Introduction

The possibility of strong radar backscatter from nonthermal plasma irregular-

ities in the ionospheric E region has been appreciated for more than seventy-

five years thanks to the pioneering HF sounding experiments performed in

the auroral zone by [21, 38] and the VHF radar experiments that followed (e.g.

[56, 40, 12, 37, 14, 59]).

The strong echoes were found to be indicative of field-aligned plasma den-

sity irregularities by [9] who was able to estimate their characteristic spatial and

temporal scales from the observations. While the echoes were detected first at

high latitudes in the auroral electrojet, similar echoes were found to arise in the

equatorial electrojet following the construction of the Jicamarca Radio Observa-

tory near Lima, Peru [13]. A theoretical foundation for the underlying plasma

instabilities at work was provided shortly thereafter by [22] and [15] on the ba-

sis of kinetic and fluid theories, respectively. So-called Buneman waves are also

called ”modified two-stream waves,” being similar to two-stream waves only

with Hall-drifting electrons. Farley–Buneman waves went on to be detected in

the southern auroral zone [90, 91, 92] and eventually at middle latitudes [80].

Linear, local theory argues that Farley–Buneman waves should arise in the E

region when the convection speed of the electrons relative to the unmagnetized
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ions exceeds a threshold speed close to the ion acoustic speed. It also predicts

that the waves thereafter should propagate with phase speeds close to the con-

vection speed. There is considerable experimental support for the first of these

predictions but not for the second (see reviews by [32] and [79]). Instead, Farley–

Buneman waves are observed in most contexts propagating at phase speeds

slower than the convection speed and closer to the non–isothermal ion acoustic

speed (e.g. [63, 33, 71, 5, 50, 45, 30]). Associating the phase speed with the ion

acoustic speed precisely in practice is difficult since the waves heat the plasma

and since the ratios of specific heat for the electrons depend on wavelength

and frequency [87, 25]). So-called ”phase speed saturation” of Farley–Buneman

waves has also been observed in numerical simulations (e.g. [67, 19, 66]).

While phase speed propagation is inconsistent with the prediction of linear

theory per se, it is consistent with propagation at the threshold for marginal

linear instability. Just why this condition should prevail has been a topic of

vigorous investigation and is the subject of this work. [88, 89] attributed phase

speed saturation to random, turbulent fluctuations in the electron motion. From

the kinetic equation for the electrons, Sudan derived an anomalous electron dif-

fusivity associated with nonlinear orbit broadening. The resulting anomalous

transport appeared in a modified electron-neutral collision frequency and, in

turn, a modified anisotropy factor ψ∗. In a saturated state, ψ∗ grows rapidly as

the waves are driven past threshold for marginal stability but can never signif-

icantly surpass the threshold. Attributing the phenomenon to nonlinear mode

coupling while neglecting kinetic effects, [70] demonstrated phase speed satu-

ration in a simple numerical simulation of Farley–Buneman waves that consid-

ered a single triad of nonlinearly interacting modes only.
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The system they considered was nonlinear, dynamic, and unstable (i.e. com-

plex) but not random. Saturation occurred because the linearly unstable mode

was coupled to stable modes. Using a linear, fully deterministic approach, [86]

went in a third direction, analyzing wave speed saturation by considering how

three-dimensional irregularities (as opposed to plane waves) polarize, turn, and

decelerate in the course of their dynamic evolution.

The analysis presented here is similar to Sudan’s in that it considers the ef-

fects of random, turbulent electric fields on the propagation of the waves. How-

ever, the analysis is linear, one dimensional, and based on fluid theory. We

employ systems theory and the formalism of stochastic differential equations

to examine how stochastic fluctuations in the electron flow bias the wave dis-

persion relation. The treatment follows a similar but purely formal analysis

undertaken by [48], this time starting from a first-principles physical model of

the waves. It shows how phase-speed saturation can be evaluated in terms of

the autocorrelation function of the flow fluctuations.

2.2 Analysis

We begin by formulating a simple, one-dimensional, linear model of Farley–

Buneman waves based on fluid theory. After the deterministic model is de-

veloped, it is augmented to include the effects of stochastic fluctuations. An

equation for the evolution of the ensemble average of the state vector under

the influence of stochastic forcing is then developed. Finally, bias terms in the

equation are identified and evaluated.
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2.2.1 Sure differential equation

We consider a linear, one-dimensional (in the direction of wave propagation)

fluid model of Farley–Buneman waves in altitude strata where the electrons are

magnetized and the ions are fully unmagnetized. The waves are considered

to be propagating in the direction of the background electron convection (Hall)

drift which has the numerical speed v◦. The fundamental equations to be consid-

ered are the continuity equations for the electrons and ions and the momentum

equation for the ions:

∂ne

∂t
+ ∇(nve) = 0 (2.1)

∂ni

∂t
+ ∇(nvi) = 0 (2.2)

∂vi

∂t
+ vi∇vi = Ωi

E
B
−C2

si∇ni/ni − νinvi (2.3)

where ne,i and ve,i represent the number density and drift speed for the given

species, respectively. Here, E is the electrostatic field, B is the background mag-

netic induction, νin is the ion-neutral momentum transfer collision frequency,

Ωi = eB/mi is the ion gyrofrequency, and C2
si ≡ γiKBTi/mi with γ, Ti, and mi repre-

senting the ion ratio of specific heats, temperature, and mass, respectively, and

KB being Boltzmann’s constant. The three terms on the right side of Eq. 2.3 rep-

resent the Coulomb, pressure, and drag forces on the ions in the propagation

direction.

Electrons are considered inertialess, and their velocity can be expressed ex-

plicitly using the conventions given above for the ions.

ve = ve◦ +
νen

Ωe

E
B
−
νen

Ω2
e
C2

se∇n/n (2.4)

Note that the electron gyrofrequency Ωe = −eB/me is defined here as having
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a negative sign. The remaining two terms on the right side of Eq. 2.4 are the

Pedersen and diffusion drifts, respectively.

The above equations can be linearized, the number density and drift speeds

for electrons and ions decomposed into the sums of background, constant terms

(designated by the subscript ’0’) and small perturbations (designated by the

subscript ’1’). We take the electric field E to be a first-order quantity in the

perturbations. The ions are taken to have no zero-order drift. Quasineutrality is

assumed such that ne ≈ ni ≈ n.

We thereby arrive at the following system of equations for the perturbations:

∂n1

∂t
+ n◦∇vi1 = 0 (2.5)

∂n1

∂t
+ v◦∇n1 + n◦∇

(
νen

Ωe

E1

B
−
νen

Ω2
e
C2

se∇n1/n◦

)
= 0 (2.6)

∂vi1

∂t
= Ωi

E1

B
−C2

si∇n1/n◦ − νinvi1 (2.7)

Henceforth, the ’1’ subscripts will be omitted for simplicity. Finally, we assume

a spatial variation of the form exp(−ikx) for all the perturbations. Eliminating

the electric field in the above leads to the following system:

d
dt


n
n◦

ikvi

 =

 0 1

−k2C2
s − ikv◦ νin

ψ
−νin(1 − ψ−1)




n
n◦

ikvi

 (2.8)

where we have defined the anisotropy factor ψ ≡ νenνin/ΩeΩi and where we

recognize the ion acoustic speed defined by C2
s ≡ (γiKBTi + γeKBTe)/mi. We will

see below that the anisotropy factor polices the requirement that the electrons

(ions) be magnetized (unmagnetized) for Farley–Buneman wave growth.

The system in 2.8 is an eigen problem with eigenvalues that specify the linear

dispersion relation for 1D Farley–Buneman waves. Assuming harmonic time
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dependence of the form exp(iωt) for the perturbed quantities, where ω = ωr − iγ

is the complex wave frequency, and assuming |ω| � νin leads to well-known

formulas for the Farley–Buneman wave frequency and growth rate:

ωr =
kv◦

1 + |ψ|
(2.9)

γ =
|ψ|

νin

ω2
r − k2C2

s

1 + |ψ|
(2.10)

with two equally well-known implications: that the phase speed should be pro-

portional to the convection speed v◦ and that wave growth should only occur

for convection speeds above threshold, i.e. v◦ > Cs(1 + |ψ|).

2.2.2 Stochastic differential equation

When the electron convection speed exceeds the aforementioned threshold

speed, Farley–Buneman waves grow, and the perturbed electric field amplitude

grows with them. The perturbed electric field can grow to the point of causing

perturbed convection speeds which are themselves above threshold, the results

being secondary waves, tertiary waves, and so on. The emergent, net convection

speed can depart substantially from the uniform flow originally postulated. In

numerical simulations, and presumably in nature, the convection exhibits com-

plex structure and may be regarded as stochastic. The underlying probability

density function (PDF) has not been characterized but might be assumed to be

Gaussian in light of the central limit theorem. Here, we analyze the effects of

stochasticity in the background electron convection on the average properties

of the Farley–Buneman waves that created it. The goal is to interpret the phase

speed saturation of the waves as a bias induced by stochastic forcing.

The system in 2.8 is deterministic and describes the ”sure” evolution of the

11



waves. Written in the form u̇(t) = A◦u(t), the equation has the particular solution

u(t) = u(0) exp(A◦t). To incorporate the effects of stochastic forcing, the system

must be augmented. [10, 11] considered a system of stochastic differential equa-

tions (SDEs) of the form

u̇(t) = (A◦ + αA1(t, $))u(t) (2.11)

where A◦ is sure but A1(t, $) is stochastic, $ denoting one particular member of

an ensemble with an underlying probability density function F($)d$ defined.

Here, α is a small expansion parameter. This particular formulation is due to

[93] who discussed its analysis and the wide variety of phenomena to which it

may apply.

The state vector u(t) can be expected to evolve differently for different A1($).

What is of interest is the ensemble average of the state vector and its time evolu-

tion. The quantity 〈u(t)〉 could be estimated by solving the system of equations

repeatedly for different $ and averaging the results. An ”ensemble” method

like this requires an explicit specification of the PDF F($). Such a method

would likely be analytically intractable and computationally demanding to say

the least in practice, however.

As an alternative, Bourret proposed an integral equation to be solved just

once for the time evolution of the expectation of u(t) that does not require the

explicit specification of F($). The differential equation describing the average

evolution of the state vector can be shown to be:

d
dt
〈u(t)〉 =

{
A◦ + α2

∫ ∞

0
〈A1(t)eA◦τA1(t − τ)〉e−A◦τdτ

}
〈u(t)〉 (2.12)

This equation can be derived readily by first transforming Eq. 2.11, the original

differential equation for u, into the space aligned with the eigenvectors of A◦.

12



A solution is found through time integration which is then substituted back

into the equation. The equation is time averaged, and the statistics of the state

vector are taken to be independent of the statistics of the state transition matrix.

Finally, a time derivative is taken. For more information about the motivation,

derivation,and interpretation of this equation, see [93] and references therein. A

departure of the solution of Eq. 2.12 from the sure solution would represent a

bias. Phase speed saturation could exemplify the bias.

The system in 2.8 can be augmented to include stochastic forcing due to ran-

dom fluctuations in the convection speed v◦ accordingly. Defining α as a small

expansion parameter and ξ(t) as the relative stochastic convection speed varia-

tion, i.e. v◦ → v◦(1 + αξ(t)) leads to the augmented system:

d
dt


n
n◦

ikvi

︸  ︷︷  ︸
u

=


 0 1

−a − ib −c

︸              ︷︷              ︸
A◦

+α ξ

B︷       ︸︸       ︷ 0 0

−ib 0

︸         ︷︷         ︸
A1




n
n◦

ikvi

 (2.13)

where

a ≡ k2C2
s

b ≡ kv◦
νin

ψ

c ≡ νin(1 − ψ−1)

Here, the a term represents diffusive damping whereas b expresses the strength

of the driving convection v◦. The greater the magnitude of the c term, the more

perfectly magnetized are the electrons. Note that ψ has a negative sign in our

convention.

Note also that for Farley–Buneman waves, the frequency is expected to sat-

isfy ω2 ∼ k2v2
◦ ∼ k2C2

s � ν2
in/ψ

2. Consequently, the inequality a � |b| � c2 is
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expected to hold.

In this formulation, A1(t, $) ≡ ξ(t, $)B, B is constant, and the scalar ξ =

ξ(t, $) embodies the stochastic fluctuations. Consequently, the integral equa-

tion in Eq. 2.12 requires a specification of the autocorrelation function of ξ, i.e.

〈ξ(t)ξ(t−τ)〉. The other quantity required to evaluate Eq. 2.12 for this problem is:

BeA◦τBe−A◦τ =
b2

Γ2

 0 0

−Γ sinh(Γτ) + c[cosh(Γτ) − 1] −2[cosh(Γτ) − 1]

 (2.14)

Γ ≡
√

c2 − 4(a + ib) (2.15)

where 1
2 (−c ± Γ) are the eigenvalues of A◦.

The parameters describing the influence of the stochastic forcing are there-

fore:

c1 =

∫ ∞

0
〈ξ(t)ξ(t − τ)〉 sinh(Γτ) dτ (2.16)

c2 =

∫ ∞

0
〈ξ(t)ξ(t − τ)〉(cosh(Γτ) − 1) dτ (2.17)

With the application of Bourret’s integral equation, the average state vector may

consequently be expected to evolve according to:

d〈u〉
dt

=


 0 1

−a − ib −c

 + α2 b2

Γ2

 0 0

−Γc1 + cc2 −2c2


 〈u〉 (2.18)

In Eq. 2.18, the terms involving c1 and c2 represent biases. To leading order,

b2/Γ2 ∼ k2v2
◦, and so the magnitudes of the biases are related to the driving

convection speed v◦ as well as to the relative size of the perturbations implied

by the size of α and the autocorrelation function of ξ.

If A(1)
◦ = a + ib and A(2)

◦ = c are the coefficients obtained from the linear ap-

proximation (Eq. 2.8), the augmented system from Eq. 2.18 will satisfy:

v̈i +

[
A(2)
◦ +

2c2b2

Γ2

]
v̇i +

[
A(1)
◦ +

b2

Γ2
(Γc1 − cc2)

]
vi = 0 (2.19)
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The coefficients on Eq. 2.19 show how the stochastic forcing is affecting the wave

forcing and its natural frequency. They also illustrate how the forcing depends

on the parameters of the system. As mentioned earlier, the radar measurements

have shown that the Farley–Buneman waves travel close to the ion acoustic

speed rather than the velocity predicted by linear theory. In the next section we

will show that the coefficients that modify A(1,2)
◦ cause the waves to decelerate to

values close to Cs.

2.3 Evaluation

The technique proposed in this work requires the use of electron velocity esti-

mates that reproduce the salient features of the instability’s nature especially in

the turbulent regime. The following calculations have been made using a fully

kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation. These values will be used to estimate

the stochastic forcing, the eigenvalues of the augmented system (Eq. 2.18) and

finally the corrected phase velocities. The Electrostatic Parallel Particle–In–Cell

(EPPIC) [67] code models fully kinetic electrons and ions as they respond to

background electric and magnetic fields, as well as to their own self–generated

electric field and to collisions with neutral molecules. The simulation models

Farley–Buneman turbulence in the 2-D plane perpendicular to the background

magnetic field (B0), thereby capturing the important electron and ion dynamics,

but precluding effects due to wave modes oblique to B0. Such effects include

true 3-D saturation of wave amplitudes, coupling between linearly growing and

damped modes, propagation of dominant modes at phase velocities nearer the

acoustic velocity (Cs) than in 2D, and anomalous electron heating [66]. Farley–

Buneman turbulence develops on the time scale of ion dynamics (Figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Relative perturbed density during the turbulent stage.

but the simulation must still resolve the electron plasma frequency to ensure

numerical stability. In the E–region ionosphere, the ratio of ion to electron time

scales is ωpe/ωpi =
√

mi/me ≈ 230 for an ion mass consistent with NO+ or O+
2 .

This means taking 230 electron time steps for every ion time step. EPPIC re-

laxes this constraint by using an artificially inflated value of me and adjusting

other parameters (e.g. the electron collision frequency, νe) to maintain certain

dimensionless parameters. Nevertheless, the artificial electron mass is a draw-

back of the pure–PIC method. The simulation outputs electron and ion density

and flux as functions of space and time by performing a PIC gather of parti-

cle positions and velocities [8]. Cs is updated at each step of the simulation.

For simplicity, we assume that the plasma flows predominantly in the E0 × B0

direction, though previous simulations have shown that the flow may deviate

from this direction by as many as 30 degrees. Information about the parameters

associated with the simulation is summarized in Table 2.1. The output values

are produced every 128 time steps. The electron and ion velocities are shown in

Figure 2.2. In this plot, the black line represents the start of the time interval con-
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Table 2.1: EPPIC Simulation Parameters

Name Symbol Value

Cell spacing dx = dy 0.05 m

Number of cells Nx = Ny 1024

Time step dt 9 × 10−7 s

Number of time steps Nt 524288

Background electric field Ez0 0.02 V/m

Background magnetic field By0 −2.5 × 10−5 T

Temperature Te = Ti = Tn 300 K

Electron mass me 1.0 × 10−29 kg

Electron collision frequency νe 5488 s−1

Ion mass mi 5.0 × 10−26 kg

Ion collision frequency νi 350 s−1

Neutral mass mn 5.0 × 10−26 kg

sidered used in our analysis. This interval was chosen because the ion velocity

data suggest that the saturation process had already peaked and the system was

at the turbulent regime [52]. The ξ(t) time series was calculated from ξ(t) =
v(t)−v̄0

v̄0
,

where v̄0 is a smoothing polynomial that models the trend in the velocity data.

Some non-physical oscillations appeared in ξ(t) due to numerical artifacts from

the boundary conditions of the simulation. These low frequency oscillations

were filtered using a Chebyshev high-pass filter. The autocorrelation function

〈ξ(t)ξ(t− τ)〉 required to calculate c1 and c2 is shown in Figure 2.3. After the ring-

ing reaches its lowest point, the function shows random fluctuations related to

the numerical noise associated with PIC simulations.

The phase velocity was obtained by the relation vp = <{ω}/k, where ω is the
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Figure 2.2: The vertical line marks the start of the time series we used.

positive eigenfrequency of Eq. 2.18. Figure 2.4 illustrates how vp approaches the

vicinity of the ion acoustic speed as more points are taken from the autocorre-

lation function. The results were consistent with the solution of the linearized

system: as c1 and c2 gets smaller, the estimated vp gets closer to the phase ve-

locity obtained from Eq. 2.8. In the plot, the phase velocity obtained from the

linear system is labeled as v(lin)
p . Although the exact point where the ACF decays

to zero is hard to determine, Figure 2.4 shows that the estimated velocities are

going to be in the vicinity of Cs as long as 〈ξ(t)ξ(t−τ)〉 ≈ 0 for τ > 2.1×10−3 holds.
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2.4 Summary

The processes involved in current models proposed to explain the phase speed

saturation of Farley–Buneman waves can be very complex. In this work, we

present a simple way to understand this phenomena using a systems science

approach. The goal was to construct a parameterization of the background tur-

bulence that emerges from the Farley–Buneman instability and estimate how

this turbulent interaction can decrease the value of vp. Following the calcula-

tions presented by [93], we were able to quantify the stochastic forcing on the

system by knowing the statistical behavior of the electron velocity perturbations

in the direction of the flow. This method was used to obtain an augmented linear

system that describe the evolution of the averaged variables. The velocity val-

ues were obtained from a 3D PIC simulation capable of reproducing the salient
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features of the instability. The phase velocities were obtained by calculating the

eigenfrequencies of the augmented linear system.

Our results show that this approach can successfully account not only for

wave deceleration but also for vp values close to Cs, the value obtained by radar

measurements. The fact that an augmented linear system can model such com-

plex nonlinear behavior with a formulation that does not assume any particular

distribution of the velocity perturbations should be a motivation for exploring

the influence of plasma turbulence generated by other type of instabilities on

the mean state of the ionosphere.
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CHAPTER 3

ASSESSING IONOSPHERIC CONVECTION ESTIMATES FROM

COHERENT SCATTER FROM THE RADIO AURORA

3.1 Introduction

The magnetosphere couples with the high latitude ionosphere through the

earth’s magnetic field lines. This coupling occurs mainly through energetic par-

ticle precipitations and electromagnetic fields. In the auroral E region, these

processes cause Hall currents that drive Farley–Buneman instabilities [22], gen-

erating a spectrum of field-aligned plasma density irregularities (FAI). Further-

more, Farley–Buneman instabilities can modify the mean state of the ionosphere

through wave heating [84, 61, 2]. By affecting the local temperature, they can

also modify plasma density, composition, conductivity, and transport. These ef-

fects can also affect the neutral atmosphere, causing neutral wind surges, grav-

ity waves, and traveling atmospheric and ionospheric disturbances, which can

ultimately affect ionospheric stability at lower latitudes [28].

Even though coherent radar backscatter from auroral E region FAIs can be

measured with great accuracy and precision, the theoretical framework to re-

late the echo characteristics to ionospheric state variables and convection elec-

tric fields is still limited. For instance, linear models of Farley–Buneman waves

produce only one prediction that has been verified by radar and rocket experi-

ments: irregularities are formed only when the relative electron-ion drift speed

exceeds the local ion acoustic speed.

On the other hand, Oppenheim and Dimant’s particle-in-cell simulations
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provide the most accurate computational description of Farley–Buneman waves

[66]. Using a fully kinetic approach, they were able to model the salient as-

pects of these instabilities, including their highly nonlinear behavior. Their re-

sults predict that the Doppler shift and spectral width of coherent scatter of

Farley–Buneman waves are approximately proportional to the product of the

ion acoustic speed (cs) with the cosine of the flow angle (θ) and the product of

the ion acoustic speed with the sine of the flow angle, respectively. Thermal

effects cause the simulated waves to propagate in a direction slightly different

from the electron convection velocity (vd) [85]. Also, Oppenheim and Dimant’s

simulations show that the ion acoustic speed increases with the convection elec-

tric field due to wave heating and thermal effects in a predictable way. These

predictions suggest a way to model the convection pattern using the Doppler

spectral moments.

Although the literature is replete with experimental studies of Farley–

Buneman irregularities [79], there have been relatively few experiments with

the required spatial and temporal resolution to test this model. For example,

[58] summarized the experimental findings from STARE and SuperDARN per-

taining to the Doppler spectra of these irregularities. He found that the cs cos θ

prediction is realized in some cases for small flow angles θ. Using a small

VHF coherent scatter radar imager, [6] and [47] found that Farley–Buneman

Doppler spectral moments were consistent with Oppenheim and Dimant’s re-

sults [67, 66]. They observed that the Doppler shifts and spectral widths were

approximately proportional to the cosine and sine of the flow angle, respec-

tively. Moreover, they found that the convection speed was related to the ion

acoustic speed through a monotonically increasing function. Their results were

broadly consistent with electric fields measurements made with the Poker Flat
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Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) and the measurements from rockets made dur-

ing the JOULE I and JOULE II NASA sounding rockets campaign.

Comparisons between the convection patterns derived from Doppler spec-

tral moments and from ISR measurements are difficult because of the inferior

spatial and temporal resolution of the latter. Meanwhile, rocket data are finely

resolved in space and time but scarce. The limited data available to validate

the convection model motivates the need for new validation criteria. In this

work, we propose a way to assess the mathematical and physical consistency

of the model. Since the convection electric field is electrostatic, the convection

pattern must be close to incompressible. Previous studies have used this in-

compressibility condition to build two-dimensional maps of convection veloc-

ity from one-dimensional measurements of the Doppler spectral moments [78].

Given that the empirical model relating Farley–Buneman waves to the convec-

tion electric field does not contain any explicit assumption of incompressibility,

we will argue that if the convection field satisfies ∇ · vd ≈ 0 within experimental

error, then the model estimates are accurate.

3.2 Estimation of flows from spectral data

We now briefly describe the experimental setup used for this work and outline

the data analysis and the approach used to estimate the potential patterns from

coherent scatter observations of Farley–Buneman waves. Special emphasis will

be given to uncertainty estimation at each step of the analysis and the criteria

chosen to asses incompressibility.
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3.2.1 Experimental setup and calculation of spectral moments

The radar used for this work is a 30 MHz software-defined coherent scatter

radar imager located in Homer, Alaska. Its locus of perpendicularity is located

over the Poker Flat Rocket range at E-region altitudes. For the experiments dis-

cussed in this paper, the range resolution was 1.8 km, the interpulse period was

4 ms, and the incoherent integration time was 5 s. The radar uses six copla-

nar antenna arrays for reception, resulting in fifteen independent interferome-

try baselines. Aperture synthesis radar imaging is used to process the data to

estimate the spatial distribution of the first two Doppler spectral moments with

respect to azimuth and elevation angles. The angular resolution of the radar

is as fine as about 0.5 degrees in azimuth. More information about the radar

system and its operation can be found in [48] and [5, 6].

In order to estimate the uncertainty of the Doppler spectral moments in each

image pixel, the errors for the power in each spectral bin have to be estimated

and propagated. The standard deviation for the power estimate in a spectral

bin is given by [23] :

σpi = pi
1
√

ns

(
1 +

1
S NR

)
(3.1)

where pi, ns, and SNR are the measured power at the i-th bin, the number of

statically independent samples, and the signal to noise ratio, respectively. Using

(3.1), the variances related to the Doppler shift and spectral width estimates can

be written, respectively, as:

σ2
s =

∑
i

(
vi − ds

p

)2

σ2
pi

(3.2)

σ2
ω =

∑
i

[
(vi − ds)2 − d2

ω

dωp

]2

σ2
pi

(3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Doppler spectral moments for a time interval with steady flow.
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(see Appendix). Here, vi is the Doppler velocity associated with the given bin, ds

the Doppler shift estimate for the given spectrum, and dω is the spectral width

estimate. These uncertainties are typically of the order of a few meters per sec-

ond in our experiments which corresponds to a few percent of the Doppler shift

and spectral width estimates.

To assess the predicted uncertainties, the time variability of the reconstructed

Doppler spectral moments during periods of steady auroral convection was es-

timated. A time interval that presented no significant variability in the Doppler

imagery was chosen, and the differences between consecutive images within

this interval were calculated (Figure 3.1). The theoretical variances (3.2) and

(3.3) were correlated with the sample variance (time variability) but smaller in

magnitude. This discrepancy suggests that there are important sources of vari-

ance not being modeled by (3.2) and (3.3). Possible sources of variance include

interference from local RF sources and natural variability in total electron con-
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tent [72, 79]. In order to capture the actual experimental variances, the formulas

used to predict σs and σω were modified with appropriate scaling factors.

Figure 3.2 shows examples of radar images superimposed on all-sky white

light images of a geomagnetic substorm of December 20, 2015. Echoes are re-

stricted to a region between about 65-67 degrees latitude due to range gating.
X - 22 : CONVECTION PATTERN ESTIMATION

Figure 2. Representative radar imagery for different times during the Dec. 20, 2015 substorm.

Radar data are represented by colored pixels: brightness, hue and saturation indicates SNR rev3:(0

– 40 dB), Doppler shift rev3:(-675 – 675 m/s) and spectral width rev3:(338 – 675 m/s) respectively.

Cyan lines outline rocket launch zones from the rev3:PokkerPoker Flat Rocket range. Gray shades

represent optical imagery from Fort-Yukon all-sky imager. The white contours correspond to

the altitudes where condition for field-aligned backscatter is satisfied from Homer. ”P” and ”F”

indicates the locations of rev3:PokkerPoker Flat and Fairbanks, respectively.

D R A F T October 23, 2018, 3:43am D R A F T

Figure 3.2: Representative radar imagery for different times during the
Dec. 20, 2015 substorm. Radar data are represented by col-
ored pixels: brightness, hue and saturation indicates SNR (0
– 40 dB), Doppler shift (-675 – 675 m/s) and spectral width
(338 – 675 m/s), respectively. Cyan lines outline rocket launch
zones from the Poker Flat Rocket range. Gray shades represent
optical imagery from Fort-Yukon all-sky imager. The white
contours correspond to the altitudes where condition for field-
aligned backscatter is satisfied from Homer. ”P” and ”F” indi-
cates the locations of Poker Flat and Fairbanks, respectively.
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Together, the optical and radar datasets provide valuable information about

the electrodynamics of the arcs and their surroundings. The panel in the up-

per left corner shows how the increased conductivity within an arc can reduce

the magnitude of the electric fields to a value below threshold, suppressing the

Farley–Buneman instabilities [5]. Meanwhile, the panel in the bottom right cor-

ner seems to show how density gradients can enhance the intensity of the elec-

tric field in order that the quasineutrality condition be preserved [6]. Further

insights about the plasma flow depicted in these profiles requires a mapping

from the Doppler images to the physical parameters of the system. The next

section will describe the empirical model used to estimate electron drift speeds

(vd) and flow angles (θ) from the Doppler spectral moments.

3.2.2 Empirical model of the flows

Milikh and Dimant (2012) proposed a heuristic model of Farley–Buneman

waves and waves heating. Their model anticipated some of the results of more

recent PIC simulations [67] and made predictions about Farley–Buneman wave

spectra that are consistent with experimental measurements. Their model had

two fundamental assumptions. The first was that the RMS electric field for

Farley–Buneman waves is equal to the background convection field in the ion

frame of reference minus the threshold field for instability. The second was that

parallel wavenumbers are as large as necessary to maintain the condition for

marginal growth.

One of the merits of this model is that it is consistent with the relationship
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between the convection speed and phase speed (vph) found by [64]:

vph ≈ 350 +
v2

d

104 (MKS units) (3.4)

Using Milikh and Dimant’s framework, [49] developed a 1D numerical

model to predict altitude profiles of background and wave parameters within

an altitude range between 95 and 130 km. The model was then used to recover

(3.4) through an altitude–averaging procedure.

To incorporate flow angle effects into the heuristic model, we model the

phase velocities and flow angles in terms of the Doppler spectral moments [48]:

ds = vph cos(θ − θ0) + vn (3.5)

dω = αvph| sin(θ − θ0)| (3.6)

Here, vn corresponds to the neutral wind speed in the line of sight (LOS) of

the radar, θ to the angle between the electron drift velocity and the radar wave

vector, and θ0 to an offset representing wave turning due to thermal effects [85].

Also, α is a value related to the state parameters of the system [50].

Using the results above, we can rewrite equations (3.5) and (3.6) as:

ds =

[
350 +

v2
d

104

]
cos(θ − θ0) + vn (3.7)

dω = α

[
350 +

v2
d

104

]
| sin(θ − θ0)| (3.8)

The equations (3.7) and (3.8) constitute an empirical model for estimating

electron convection. Using these formulas, we can estimate electron convec-

tion velocities in every pixel of the radar image [48]. The inversion of the flow

field will be possible in image pixels that have a sufficient SNR for high-quality

moment estimation.
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This empirical model can be also used to estimate potential patterns. Given

that the electrons are strongly magnetized at these altitudes, the electron ve-

locities will satisfy vd ≈ E × B/|B|2, where the electric field can be expressed as

E = −∇Φ. This relation, together with (3.7) and (3.8), implies a mapping be-

tween (ds, dω)↔ (vd, θ)↔ Φ, with the potential Φ defined in spatial coordinates.

Although we expect (3.7) and (3.8) to be consistent with the electrostatic na-

ture of the system, the empirical model was constructed without assuming that

the system was electrostatic. In other words, there is nothing explicitly embed-

ded in the empirical model that would constrain it to produce incompressible

convection fields, i.e, flow fields that obey the prescription in the paragraph im-

mediately above. Hence, if the estimated flow turns out to be incompressible,

this will be an indication that the model yields an accurate convection pattern. If

v(est)
d is the flow field obtained by (3.7) and (3.8), and ∇·v(est)

d = εdiv, then εdiv will be

the flow’s deviation from perfect incompressibility. Likewise, we can define σ∇·v

as the uncertainty associated with the divergence of the flow. This uncertainty

can be calculated by propagating the variances of the Doppler spectral moments

(σ2
s and σ2

ω) through the function hr,φ, where hr,φ : (ds, dω) → (vd, θ) → Er,φ, and

where r and φ correspond to the directions parallel and transverse to the radar’s

LOS, respectively. We will use this incompressibility criteria to assess the phys-

ical consistency of the empirical model. Consequently, v(est)
d will be incompress-

ible to the extent that εdiv < σ∇·v.
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3.2.3 Inversion method and determination of parameters

There are three main obstacles to using the empirical model directly to estimate

the flow pattern. First, some cells will not have usable data because of low SNR.

Second, there are parameters (α, θ0 and vn) that cannot be obtained by a direct

inversion of (3.7) and (3.8). Finally, the data are contaminated with noise and

interference. These three issues can be addressed with the use of a regularized

inversion method.

We define the regularization parameter β such that

Φ(est) = min
Φ

‖σ−1
hr,φ

(hr,φ(ds, dω) + ∇r,φΦ)‖2 + β‖∇r,φΦ‖
2 (3.9)

will be the potential that minimizes its discrepancy with the vector hr,φ(ds, dω)

constructed from the data with the minimum curvature. The diagonal matrix

σhr,φ contains the estimated measurement errors of hr,φ. These uncertainties were

propagated from (3.2) and (3.3) assuming that σs and σω are uncorrelated (see

Appendix). Equation (3.9) is solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt method

[1].

The optimal β was estimated according to the L-curve criteria [36]. More-

over, by comparing the corners of the L-curves formed with different empirical

parameters, we can assess which produce the best fit with the data. Likewise,

if the inversion process is sensitive to different values of vn, we can infer coarse

estimates of the neutral wind speed. Experimental data can inform the range

of values that these parameters can have. For example, although the measure-

ments from the JOULE II campaign suggest that the neutral wind speed can be

as large as 175 m/s and highly oscillatory [50], we might expect the altitude

averaged speed to be generally less than 100 m/s. Similarly, from fully kinetic
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3D simulations [66] we can estimate that |θ0| < 0.2 rad. Several experimental

datasets suggests that 1/4 < α < 1/2 [50].

We will assess the quality of the model fits using the discrepancy principle

[35]. According this principle, the inverted potential should satisfy:

1
n‖σ

−1
hr,φ

(hr,φ(ds, dω) + ∇r,φΦ)‖2 =
‖χ‖2

n
→ 1 (3.10)

where n is the number of samples used in the inversion process. This princi-

ple originates from the fact that if Φ(est) ≈ Φ(true), then the expected value of the

discrepancy between the data and the model should behave like white noise.

Defining Em and E f as the electric field estimated directly from (3.7) and (3.8) us-

ing experimental data and the electric field obtained from the fitting procedure

(3.9) respectively, we can validate the incompressibility criteria in the following

way: given that E f = −∇Φ is incompressible by definition, a smaller ‖χ‖ implies

that Em is closer to E f and therefor closer to being incompressible.

3.3 Estimation results and discussion

The following sections describe the different stages involved in the calculation

of the convection fields and the assessment of the incompressibility condition.

As in the previous section, the measurements from the December 20, 2015 sub-

storm event will be used.
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Figure 3. L-curves for different times. The circles indicate the points obtained from the

inversion process, and the black lines corresponds to a cubic spline interpolation. The dashed

line indicates the expected ‖χ‖2 from the discrepancy principle, and the star indicates the point

of maximum curvature.
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Figure 3.3: L-curves for different times. The circles indicate the points ob-
tained from the inversion process, and the black lines corre-
sponds to a cubic spline interpolation. The dashed line indi-
cates the expected ‖χ‖2 from the discrepancy principle, and the
star indicates the point of maximum curvature.

3.3.1 System identification and L-curves

In order to construct the L-curves, equation (3.9) had to be solved for different

permutations of the empirical parameters vn, α and θ0 and for a range of regular-

ization parameters β. The solver was initialized with a constant potential pat-

tern and with the condition that data points with a SNR below a chosen thresh-

old be excluded. Furthermore, the Doppler spectral moments were filtered to

avoid values that produced phase speeds smaller than 400 m/s even though

the empirical model allows for phase speeds as small as 350 m/s. Although it

is known that the neutral winds often have a large degree of variability, it is

expected, that on average, the phase speed will be significantly larger than vn.

Therefor, the filtering of phase speed smaller than 400 m/s makes it more likely

that the processed data will be dominated by the Doppler shift caused by the

convection speed and not the neutral winds.
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To choose a regularization parameter that does not over-fit nor over-smooth

the potential, the criteria of the maximum curvature was used [36]. The point of

maximum curvature of the parametric L-curve (‖∇Φ‖2(β), ‖χ‖2(β)) will represent

the point where the inversion process achieved the best fit with the least amount

of smoothing. In addition, the discrepancy principle (3.10) was used to choose

the triad of empirical parameters that best fit the data. The triad of parameters

that proved to be more consistent with the discrepancy principle, together with

the regularization parameter that maximized the curvature of the L-curve, were

chosen to construct the convection field.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of three different L-curves calculated for three

different times. The three L-curves shown in Figure 3.3 where constructed using

vn = 50 m/s, α = 0.5 and θ0 = 10.3◦. The optimal regularization parameters for

these and the rest of the constructed L-curves in this work were between 0.01

and 0.03. Likewise, at the point of maximum curvature, ‖χ‖2 is consistently

on the same order of magnitude of the value expected from the discrepancy

principle. Nevertheless, the difference between these two values indicates that

the discrepancy between the data and the model is not composed completely of

white noise. Further research will relax the assumption that vn is constant which

may account for this discrepancy.

3.3.2 Estimation of convection fields

In order to construct the convection field plots and to calculate their divergence,

the electric fields were estimated directly from the empirical model and the mea-

sured spectral moments. Outliers were removed from the Doppler spectral mo-
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ments. The values of Doppler shift and spectral width that were larger than 5σM

were removed, where σM corresponds to the median absolute deviation. Figure

3.4 shows a superposition of the Doppler spectra moments, the convection fields

calculated from the Doppler spectra measurements, and the inverted potential

pattern for four different times. All of these were calculated with the optimal

parameters obtained from the L-curve analysis. The convection fields show just

a fraction of the total vectors for the sake of visualization. The grid used for

these plots corresponds to the upper part of the Doppler images presented on

Figure 3.2. Furthermore, only the central azimuth bins (31-95 from the total 128)

where used since the main transmitting antenna beams fall entirely within this

span.

From Figure 3.4, we can see that the convection field follows the fitted

equipotential lines as expected. Moreover, the magnitudes of the convection

and potential patterns are consistent with previous experiments [5, 48]. Al-

though this technique provides estimates of potential patterns in regions where

there are no usable data, further research is needed to determine the conditions

that have to be satisfied to trust the convection patterns obtained from the po-

tential patterns in regions with little or no data.

3.3.3 Assessing incompressibility

The divergence of the convection field was calculated using a first order finite

difference scheme (see Appendix). Points lying on the border of the regions

where convection data exist were not included. The statistical distribution of

the divergence magnitudes of each convection pattern are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Meanwhile, a representative value of the expected uncertainty of the divergence

due to error propagation was obtained from (3.2) and (3.3) (see Appendix). Af-

ter propagating σd and σs through the empirical model, the median was taken

to find one representative value of σ∇·v for each time.

Figure 3.5 shows the normalized distribution of the calculated divergence

magnitudes and the value of the expected σ∇·v due to error propagation. The

areas AOut and ATotal correspond to the area under the curve to the left of σ∇·v and

to the total area respectively. Consequently, following the criteria of section 2.2,

AOut/ATotal will be an estimate of the number of instances where the empirical

model failed to produce incompressible flow.

The histograms in Figure 3.5 suggest that the empirical model produces es-

sentially incompressible flow fields. Furthermore, the estimated σ∇·v represents

a lower bound (see Appendix) for the estimated uncertainty of the divergence,

which means that the actual uncertainty may be larger.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

Radar and optical data from a substorm event on December 20, 2015 have been

presented. The purpose of this work was to assess the mathematical and phys-

ical consistency of the proposed empirical model that maps Doppler spectral

moments into convection patterns. The criteria for assessing the consistency

was whether the empirical model produced incompressible flows as expected

from our current understanding of Farley–Buneman waves. Two approaches

were taken to evaluate this criteria: (a) fitting smooth potential curves on the

Doppler spectral moments and (b) calculating whether the convection field pro-
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duced by the model was incompressible within the propagated uncertainty. The

L-curve and discrepancy principle analysis showed that potential curves from

incompressible fields could be fit to the data without significant deviations. Fur-

thermore, the error propagation analysis suggested that most of the convection

fields are incompressible within experimental error.

Relaxing the assumption of constant wind speed seems to be a promising

avenue for improving the empirical model. In future work, the techniques pre-

sented in this paper will be used to estimate spatial variability of the electric

field and to calculate inhomogeneities in conductivities by measuring the devi-

ations from ∇2Φ = 0.
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Figure 4. Convection Patterns. The background colored bins corresponds to Doppler shifts, the

dashed red lines to the equipotential lines (kV), and the vector field to the electron convection

velocities. The radial axis accounts for the range and the azimuthal axis for the angular span of

the field of view of the radar, where 0◦ indicates the central LOS.
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Figure 3.4: Convection Patterns. The background colored bins corre-
sponds to Doppler shifts, the dashed red lines to the equipo-
tential lines (kV), and the vector field to the electron convec-
tion velocities. The radial axis accounts for the range and the
azimuthal axis for the angular span of the field of view of the
radar, where 0◦ indicates the central LOS.
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Figure 5. Distribution of divergence magnitudes for different times. The horizontal axis

represents the range of magnitudes of ∇ · vd at each indicated time. The dashed lines indicate

the positions of the estimated error propagated into the calculation of the divergence (σ∇·v). The

red and blue areas correspond to the fraction of divergence magnitudes below and above σ∇·v,

respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of divergence magnitudes for different times. The
horizontal axis represents the range of magnitudes of ∇ · vd at
each indicated time. The dashed lines indicate the positions of
the estimated error propagated into the calculation of the diver-
gence (σ∇·v). The red and blue areas correspond to the fraction
of divergence magnitudes below and above σ∇·v, respectively.
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CHAPTER 4

HYBRID SIMULATIONS OF FARLEY–BUNEMAN IRREGULARITIES

4.1 Introduction

Coupling between the magnetosphere and the high latitude ionosphere through

energetic particles and electromagnetic fields results in the production of Hall

currents that drive Farley–Buneman instabilities [22] which generate a spec-

trum of field–aligned plasma density irregularities [77]. Numerous studies have

shown that these irregularities can modify the mean state of the ionosphere

through wave heating [84], [2]. Furthermore, by affecting the local tempera-

ture, plasma density, composition, conductivity, and transport can also be mod-

ified. Consequently, neutral wind surges, gravity waves, and traveling atmo-

spheric and ionospheric disturbances can be produced which can ultimately

affect ionospheric stability at lower latitudes [28]. Recently, studies have sug-

gested that these instabilities can change the evolution of magnetospheric dy-

namics by changing the conductivity of the ionosphere [94].

Farley–Buneman waves belong to the family of two–stream instabilities.

They develop at altitudes between 95 km and 120 km in the auroral and equato-

rial E region and to lesser extent at mid–latitudes [79]. In these regions, due to

their different mobilities and collision rates, magnetized Hall–drifting electrons

induce polarization drifts on the unmagnetized ions. Because of their inertia,

ions tend overshoot the polarization field recovery and accumulate in the crests

of the local density irregularities faster than diffusion opposes them [45]. As a

result, longitudinal density waves are formed. The propagation of these waves

is nearly in the direction of the electron drifts, and their dominant wavelengths
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are in the order of few meters. In contrast to the equatorial case, in the auroral

electrojet, wave heating plays an important role. Electric fields parallel and per-

pendicular (in lesser extent) to the background magnetic field have been shown

to be important in explaining the heating observed in nature [44]. Moreover,

these changes in temperature will influence the dynamics of the instabilites by

changing some of the state parameters such as the ion–acoustic speed.

Linear, local fluid theory of Farley–Buneman instabilities, although limited,

has produced some important, verified predictions. For instance, it gives a rea-

sonable estimate for the threshold electric field (Eth) required to trigger the insta-

bilities: the electron convection driven by this threshold fields has to be larger

than the ion–acoustic speed to produce wave growth. Linear analysis of the full

5–moment system of equations has modified the initial estimates of Eth to take

into account the role of thermal instabilities, which also produce a change in the

direction of the waves [18]. Although linear fluid theory predicts incorrectly the

rapid growth of very short wavelengths, linear kinetic theory shows that ion

Landau damping effectively suppresses this growth [81]. Neverthless, linear

theory falls short in explaining several features observed in the experimental

data [69]. Most of the solutions of these problems cannot be expressed in closed

form due to the strongly nonlinear behavior. Therefor, numerical simulations

have to be implemented.

The first simulations of Farley–Buneman instabilities were based on a fluid

plasma model [62] with the inclusion of a wavelength dependent viscosity term

as a proxy for Landau damping to avoid growth of small scale waves. Their

simulation recovered wave turning effects. Shortly thereafter, Machida and Go-

ertz [57] used a particle in cell (PIC) approach to model fully kinetic Farley–
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Buneman instabilities in a plane parallel to the magnetic field. Because of the

geometry of the problem, the main source of nonlinearity for these irregularities

was not included [69]. Janhunen [51] also tried a fully kinetic PIC approach but

modeled the instabilities in the direction perpendicular to B. Although these

simulations did not achieve wave growth saturation (cessation of wave ampli-

tude increase), some wave turning effects were seen.

The first numerical approaches were able to reproduce a number of experi-

mental features of Farley–Buneman instabilities was developed by Oppenheim

[69] using a hybrid (kinetic and fluid) model. Electrons were modeled as a fluid

using the continuity and the inertialess momentum equation while ions evolved

in phase space to preserve kinetic behavior. The kinetic evolution was per-

formed using PIC integration, and the ion-neutral collisions were reproduced

by a Monte Carlo approach. Quasineutrality was imposed by forcing the total

current density to be solenoidal. This simulations were able to reproduce sev-

eral experimental features: wave growth, secondary instabilities perpendicular

to the electron flow, wave turning, and phase speed saturation close to the ion–

acoustic speed. On time, Oppenheim extended this simulations first to a fully

kinetic PIC approach [65], then to a large–scale 2D simulation region of more

than 100m [67], and finally to the full 3D case [66].

Unfortunately, PIC simulations suffer from limitations that make them in

some cases prohibitively expensive for studying non–local phenomena, espe-

cially when the full phase–space has to be considered. This is because PIC sim-

ulation noise decreases as 1/
√

N, where N is the number of particles in each

simulation cell. The implication of this restriction is that the number of particles

required to have a significant signal to noise ratio will increase very rapidly with
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the size of the simulation box. Furthermore, the time integration of a system

with a very large number of particles often requires the use of artificial particle

masses and other nonphysical assumptions to decrease the computation time

which complicates the final interpretation of the results.

In the past few years, several attempts have been made to simulate Farley–

Buneman instabilities avoiding PIC approaches in order to create frameworks

more suitable for non–local studies. Hassan [39] used a two–fluid simulation

that included an additional stress term to emulate Landau damping, solving the

continuity and momentum equation for both electron and ions species. How-

ever, Hammet [34] has shown that a fluid Landau damping operator can be

successfully constructed if higher moments are considered. More recently, Dol-

gov [20] developed a hybrid fluid–electron kinetic–ion simulation and used a

Tensor–Train format to reduce the dimensionality of the kinetic solver. Even

though the memory reduction was significant, it is not yet clear to what extent

in which the assumptions required for the Tensor-Train format affect the dy-

namics of the instabilities. Finally, Kovalev [52] used also a hybrid fluid-kinetic

approach, assuming isothermal electrons. In subsequent years thermal electrons

were included by solving the full 5–moments electron equation [53], but the fi-

nal results seemed to suggest that the energy equation did not fully reproduced

the temperature evolution. This last approach employed a Semi–Lagrangian

(SL) solver for the ions. The SL solver has gained increasing popularity in the

plasma simulation community due to its locality, precision, simplicity, and the

fact that it does not depend on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition

[31]. These features make the SL solver a good candidate for studying the non–

local behavior of Farley–Buneman instabilities.
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In the present work, we implement a hybrid continuous solver for fluid elec-

trons and kinetic ions using the SL method for the kinetic solver. Because the

simulation is continuous, numerical noise is not an issue as it is in PIC ap-

proaches. Moreover, given that the SL solver is based on interpolation along

the characterstics of the kinetic equation, no particle pushes (time integrations)

have to be done. Our main goals are to reduce the computational cost of the sim-

ulations proposed by Kovalev and reproduce the main experimental features of

Farley–Buneman instabilities obtained with radars and rockets.

The plasma models used in this simulation will be presented in the second

section of the paper. The final form of the equations will be obtained from first

principles using the approximations that are satisfied in the auroral E–region. In

section three, the choice of numerical algorithms used to solve the model equa-

tions will be justified. Also, some benchmarks and tests will be presented to val-

idate the numerical accuracy, conservation properties, and physics reproduced

by the model. Section four will begin by reviewing the observed phenomena

we want to reproduce with our simulations. Then, several simulations runs

will be presented along with appropriate diagnostics. Section five will contain

a discussion of the results and future work.

4.2 Hybrid Plasma Model: Theory

Although the linear theory of Farley–Buneman instabilities has a limited set of

verifiable predictions, it still can be used to identify the dominant processes and

inform the choice of modeling equations for the hybrid solver. The linear, local
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dispersion relation of these waves can be written as [24]:

ω(k) =
k · Vd

1 + ψ
(4.1)

γ(k) =
ψ

(1 + ψ)νin
(ω2(k) − k2C2

s ) +
νin

Ωi

ω(k)kE

Lk2 − 2αne, (4.2)

where γ(k) represents the growth rate for wave–number k, Vd is the electron

convection speed, Cs the ion acoustic speed, α the dissociative recombination

rate, ne the electron density, L the scale length of density gradients, and

ψ(θ) ≈
νenνin

ΩeΩi

(
1 +

Ω2
e

ν2
en
θ2

)
(4.3)

Here, Ωe,i, νen,in are the gyrofrequencies and neutral collision frequencies of elec-

trons and ions, respectively. The angle θ indicates the complement of the angle

between wave vector k and the magnetic field B and kE the wave vector compo-

nent in the direction of the background electric field.

Equation (4.2) has three terms corresponding to different contributions to

wave growth. The first term measures the net effect between the destabilizing

ion inertia and the stabilizing diffusion and is the one responsible for Farley–

Buneman waves. The second and third terms correspond to the destabilizing or

stabilizing effect of density gradients and the stabilizing effect of recombination,

respectively. Moreover, the second term contributes to significant wave growth

when νin ∼ Ωi for wavelengths on the order of tens of meters [26].

Another important feature of equation (4.2) is its dependence on θ. In the

auroral E region, the electrons are strongly magnetized (Ωe � νen), which means

that even small values of θ will give ψ � 1, making θ ≈ 0 the preferred direction

for wave growth. This result is consistent with coherent scatter radar measure-

ments, where echoes are observed roughly speaking from within 2 degrees of

the plane perpendicular to B [79]. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that
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a significant number of experiments have consistently detected plasma fluctu-

ations at much larger aspect angles. Several nonlinear mechanisms have been

proposed to explain these large aspect angle fluctuations. Furthermore, there is

evidence that waves parallel to B may be responsible for heating observed in

incoherent scatter measurements [3].

When neglecting the last two terms in equation (4.2), it is evident that the

highest growth will coincide with the smallest wavelengths. [81] showed that

this non–physical growth rate was a limitation of the fluid dispersion relation

and that including linear kinetic effects was enough to obtain realistic growth

rates. They observed that Landau damping prohibited high wave number

growth. Although both species experience Landau damping, electron damping

is only effective at short wavelengths. Nevertheless, ion damping suppresses

the oscillations at these short wavelengths. In other words, by resolving Lan-

dau damping with the ions, we make unnecessary the use of a kinetic model for

the electrons. This of course assumes that Landau damping is the only kinetic

process with a significant role in the evolution of Farley–Buneman instabilities.

Given that most of the dynamics occurs at small aspect angles, the model

equations will be chosen to be two–dimensional, perpendicular to B. Also, in

order to avoid contributions from gradient drift and recombination, the simu-

lation sizes will be limited to less than 10 m. Finally, to prevent non–physical

linear wave growth at small wavelengths, ions will be modeled kinetically.
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4.2.1 Electric field model

Most ionospheric hybrid simulations enforce quasineutrality by constraining

the total current density to be divergientless (∇ · J = 0). We will not assume

quasineutrality. Instead, to couple both species, we will solve Poisson’s equa-

tion:

∇⊥ · δE = −
e
ε0

(ne − ni) (4.4)

As will become evident in section 3, the motivation for choosing to solve equa-

tion (4.4) is computational efficiency rather than the need to resolve deviations

from quasineutrality.

4.2.2 Electron fluid model

Electrons will be modeled using the simplified 5–moment transport equations

in two dimensions assuming constant temperature:

∂ne

∂t
+ ∇⊥(nev⊥e) = 0 (4.5)

v⊥eνenmene = −∇⊥pe + ene(E⊥ + v⊥e ×B) + nemeG, (4.6)

where e, pe, me, ne, and v⊥e are the electron charge, pressure, mass, density, and

fluid velocity perpendicular to B, respectively. Also, E⊥ is the total electric field

perpendicular to B and G the acceleration due to gravity. Equation (4.6) is writ-

ten in the frame of reference of the neutral particles, in the plane perpendicular

to B, and assuming inertialess electrons. Following [82], neglecting the gravity

and the diamagnetic drift, the electron velocity can be expressed explicitly as:

v⊥e = −
kTe

meνen pe

1
1 + Ω2

e/ν
2
en
∇⊥pe −

e/(meνen)
1 + Ω2

e/ν
2
en
E⊥ +

1
B(1 + Ω2

e/ν
2
en)

E⊥ ×B (4.7)
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In this work, we assume that electrons are isothermal. Moreover, using the ideal

gas approximation, ∇⊥pe = kTe∇⊥ne. The electric field can be decomposed such

that E⊥ = E0 + δE, where E0 denotes the background electric field that account

for the free energy source for the system and δE the electric field caused by

density perturbations. Given that the electrons are strongly magnetized, (1 +

Ω2
e/ν

2
en)−1 ≈ ν2

en/Ω
2
e . The convention chosen for the coordinate system will be as

follows: the magnetic field B ‖ ẑ, and E0 ‖ ŷ. Applying these approximations

and conventions to equation (4.7) yields:

v⊥e = −
kTeνen

meΩ2
ene
∇⊥ne −

νene
meΩ2

e
δE −

νene
meΩ2

e
E0 + V0 +

1
B2 δE ×B, (4.8)

where V0 = E0 × B/B2. In order to combine the momentum equation (4.8)

with the electron continuity equation, the expression for ∇⊥ · (nev⊥e) has to be

calculated. After some algebra, equation (4.5) can be written in the form of a

diffusion-advection-reaction partial differential equation:

∂ne

∂t
+ De∇

2
⊥ne + Ae · ∇⊥ne + Rene = 0, (4.9)

where:

De = −
1
κB

(4.10)

Aex = −
1
κB
δEx −

1
B
δEy + V0 (4.11)

Aey = −
1
κB
δEy +

1
B
δEx +

1
κB

E0 (4.12)

Re = −
1
κB
∇⊥ · δE, (4.13)

and κ = νen/Ωe. Equation (4.9) is a second order linear partial differential equa-

tion. The reaction term Re is proportional to (ne − ni) and so is expected to be

small. Because of the isothermal assumption, the diffusion term De will be con-

stant. The advection term Ae will dominate equation (4.9). Furthermore, δE

will increase due to the difference in mobility between electrons and ions in the
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x̂ direction. Moreover, we can see how δEx contributes to the advection per-

pendicular to the direction of the primary wave, setting the stage for secondary

instabilities as expected from radar experiments.

4.2.3 Ion kinetic model

In order to resolve ion Landau damping, ions will have to evolve following the

kinetic equation. If fi = fi(x,v, t) is the ion distribution function in the phase–

space, then:

∂ fi

∂t
+ vi · ∇ fi + ai · ∇v fi = J( fi) (4.14)

The acceleration ai will be completely determined by the electric field because

ions are not magnetized in the E–region. The operator ∇v represents the gradi-

ent in velocity coordinates. The term on the right hand side corresponds to a

general collision operator. Following the rationale established at the beginning

of this section, we want to build a kinetic equation in the plane perpendicular

to B. This can be achieved by neglecting ẑ direction in configuration space. As-

suming that the ion distribution in the v̂z direction will be independent to the

other directions, fi = ni f̂vx,vy f̂vz , where the hat indicates a multivariate normal

distribution. After replacing
∫

fidvz → fi and writing the acceleration explicitly

we get:

∂ fi

∂t
+ v⊥i · ∇⊥ fi +

e
mi

(E0 + δE) · ∇v⊥ fi = J( fi) (4.15)

On the right hand side of (4.15), J( fi) is a general form collision operator that

depends just on fi.

The plasma in these regions is considered weakly ionized, and collisions

are predominantly with neutral particles. Furthermore, according to [18], the
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time scale for the evolution of Farley–Buneman irregularities is given by vTi/νin,

where vTi is the ion thermal speed. This suggests that in order to reproduce a

realistic time evolution, the kinetic collision operator should be adequate. Be-

cause of its complexity, the full Boltzmann collision operator will not be used

in the present work. Instead, we will use the BGK (“Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook”)

operator to model ion–neutral collisions. This operator has the following form:

J( fi) = −νin( fi − M[ fi]) (4.16)

Here, M[ fi] represents a Maxwellian distribution defined by the velocity mo-

ments of fi. It can be proven that this operator satisfies [16]:∫
αkJ( fi)d3v = 0 (4.17)∫

log fiJ( fi)d3v ≤ 0, (4.18)

where αk represents the different velocity moments αk = (1,mivi,miv2
i /2). Equa-

tion (4.17) shows that the BGK operator conserves the first three moments lo-

cally by construction. The expression (4.18) is the Boltzmann inequality for

the BGK operator, and it expresses the tendency of the plasma towards a

Maxwellian distribution. Notice that the collision frequency is taken to be ve-

locity independent. This approximation is appropriate for non–resonant ion–

neutral collisions in the ionosphere [82].

The final form of the ion kinetic equation is then:

∂ fi

∂t
+ v⊥i · ∇⊥ fi +

e
mi

(E0 + δE) · ∇v⊥ fi = −νin( fi − M[ fi]) (4.19)

It is worth noting that equation (4.19) is strongly nonlinear, even more than for

the case with the full Boltzmann collision operator. The main advantage of the

chosen collision operator is that it is much easier to compute numerically (by
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estimating the velocity moments at each point in phase–space and constructing

the corresponding Maxwellian distribution M[ fi]).

4.3 Hybrid Plasma Model: Numerics

In this section, the numerical algorithms to implement equations (4.9), (4.19),

and (4.4) will be presented. Before going into the details of the solver, addi-

tional comments will be made about some numerically relevant physical fea-

tures of Farley–Buneman instabilities. First, given the relatively small ampli-

tude of these irregularities (δne ≈ 0.1n0), we will assume that no significant

shocks are going to be present. Furthermore, it can be argued that the quasi-

linear structure of equation (4.9) does not indicate the presence of shocks in the

electron density. Given that the electrons are dominated by advection, the char-

acteristic curves will not intersect. The absence of shocks supports the use of

spectral methods. Secondly, as mentioned before, the simulation size will be

taken to be on the order of 10 meters at maximum. Because no boundary effects

are expected at these dimensions, we will assume periodic boundary conditions.

It is often convenient to decompose equations like (4.9) and (4.19) using the

technique called operator splitting [43]. If an equation can be expressed as

∂u
∂t

= (S 1 + S 2)u (4.20)

then the analytical solution for a time ∆t will be u(t + ∆t) = e∆t(S 1+S 2)u(t). By

constructing the corresponding series of the exponential operator, we can see

that if the operators S 1 and S 2 commute, the solution can be written as u(t+∆t) =
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e∆tS 1e∆tS 2u(t), which would be equivalent as solving the system

∂u
∂t

= S 1u (4.21)

∂u
∂t

= S 2u (4.22)

and using the solution of (4.21) as the initial condition of (4.22) instead of solv-

ing the more complicated (4.20) without any numerical error caused by the

splitting. If the operators don’t commute, the global numerical error will be

of the order of O(∆t). In this case, the error can be diminished using Strang split-

ting [43] instead, in which case the solution would be expressed as u(t + ∆t) =

e
∆t
2 S 1e∆tS 2e

∆t
2 S 1u(t). Using Strang splitting, the global error will be of the order of

O(∆t2). Furthermore, this approach can be extended for an arbitrary number of

operators, such that if

∂u
∂t

= (S 1 + . . . + S n)u (4.23)

then,

u(t + ∆t) = e
∆t
2 S 1 . . . e

∆t
2 S n−1e∆tS ne

∆t
2 S n−1 . . . e

∆t
2 S 1u(t) (4.24)

keeping the global error at O(∆t2). This means that equation (4.23) can be solved

with second order precision in time by solving for each operator S i and using as

the initial condition the solution of the equation corresponding to the operator

S i−1. Higher order splitting methods have been developed, but they are signif-

icantly more expensive to implement. We will use this second order splitting

because it provides a good balance between complexity and precision [29].
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4.3.1 Electric field solver

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, given that shocks are not ex-

pected and periodic boundary conditions are imposed, a spectral collocation

method for the electric field solver is justified. Writing (4.4) in terms of the elec-

tric potential φ and δn and taking the Fourier transform at both sides:

∇2φ =
e
ε0
δn→ −|k|2φ̃ =

e
ε0
δñ (4.25)

⇒ δẼ = −i
eδñ
|k|2

k, (4.26)

where δẼ = −ikφ and the tilde indicates the Fourier transformed function.

The electric field can be recovered by applying the inverse Fourier transform to

(4.26). The periodic bounds cause each wave component to be zero when inte-

grated over the whole domain. The exception is the component corresponding

to the zero wave–number which will be a constant. Consequently, to enforce pe-

riodic bounds, we will make φ̃(0, 0) = 0 in equation (4.25). The full calculation of

the perturbed electric field can be described with the algorithm EFIELDSOLVE

described in Figure 4.1. Notice that F , and F −1 denote the Fourier transform

and its inverse, respectively.

Algorithm Ion Kinetic Solver

1: procedure IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)

2: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

3: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

4: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
5: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
6: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
7: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
8: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

9: ni ←
∑vmax

−vmax
fi∆v

2

10: δE ← EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
11: for (xα, yβ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nr]× [1, Nr] do
12: (v∗x, v

∗
y)← (vx − e

mi
δEx∆ti, vy − e

mi
(E0 + δEy)∆ti)

13: fi(vx, vy)← fi(v
∗
x, v
∗
y)

14: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
15: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
16: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

17: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

18: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

19: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
20: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
21: return fi

Algorithm Electric Field Solver

1: procedure EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
2: φ̃(kx, ky) = − e

ε0|k|2F{ne − ni}
3: φ̃(0, 0) = 0
4: δE = F−1{−ikφ̃} . Keeping just real part
5: return δE

Algorithm Hybrid Solver

1: Pink noise δn
2: ne, ni ← n0(1 + δn)
3: fi initialized as Maxwellian
4: for i = 1 : Nsteps do
5: ne ← ElectronSolve(ne, ni,∆te, rt)
6: fi ← IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)
7: if (i mod Nsample) = 0 then . Perform diagnosis
8: Collect Erms, < δn2 >
9: Collect ñe(k, ω)

10: Calculate spectral moments vp and δvp

11: Write to file

2

Figure 4.1: Numerical algorithm for the solution of Poisson equation.
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4.3.2 Electron fluid solver

There are two fundamental reasons to split equation (4.9). First, we see that

the diffusion term has a constant diffusion coefficient which means that it can

be solved efficiently with a Fourier spectral collocation method [41], and the

reaction term is simple enough to be solved analytically. Secondly, by isolating

the advection term, we can use a characteristic–based method. Even though

it is possible to extend the diffusion equation to include the reaction term as

a heat source in order to have just one splitting, this will not be a significant

advantage because the algorithm would still be of second order. Moreover, the

computational cost of adding an extra step for the reaction term is minimal as

will be shown.

We can rewrite the electron evolution equation as

∂ne

∂t
= (S D + S A + S R)ne (4.27)

where S D, S A,and S R correspond to the diffusion, advection, and reaction opera-

tors, respectively. In order to define the decomposition of equation (4.9), we first

have to verify whether the operators commute. As proven by [54], [S D, S A] = 0

when De and Ae are position independent, [S A, S R] = 0 when ∇ · Ae = 0 and

Re is position independent, and [S D, S R] = 0 when Re is linear in ne and posi-

tion independent. As we can see from the definitions of De, Ae, and Re, none of

the commutation conditions are satisfied. Consequently, the time evolution of

equation (4.9) in terms of Strang splitting will be:

ne(x, y, t + ∆t) = e
∆t
2 S De

∆t
2 S Re∆tS Ae

∆t
2 S Re

∆t
2 S Dne(x, y, t) (4.28)

An intuitive way to understand equations (4.9) and (4.28) is the following: the

electron density wave modes are damped at a rate De, the density perturba-
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tions are amplified by the charge separation, and constant parcels of density are

transported along Ae.

The diffusion step

∂ne

∂t
= S Dne = −De∇

2ne (4.29)

can be solved with a spectral collocation method using the Fourier basis, as

indicated before. Taking the spatial Fourier transform at both sides of (4.29)

gives

∂ñe

∂t
= iDe|k|

2ñe, (4.30)

where ñe(k, t) is the spatial Fourier transform of the electron density. Integrat-

ing (4.30) over a time step ∆t and applying the inverse Fourier transform to go

back to physical space will results in the solution of (4.29).We can write the full

solution of the diffusion step as

ne(t + ∆t) = F −1{eiDe |k|
2∆tF {ne(t)}} (4.31)

Because there is no interaction between modes, and we are using periodic

boundary conditions, no further corrections need to be made to this approxima-

tion. Furthermore, the precision and speed of this estimate will be determined

by the precision and speed of the fast Fourier transform function used. The

reaction step

∂ne

∂t
= S Rne = −Rene (4.32)

can be solved by directly integrating over a time step ∆t because although Re

depends on the time evolution of the electric field, at each split term, the elec-

tric field can be considered constant in time. Therefor, the reaction step can be

written as

ne(t + ∆t) = e−Re∆tne(t) (4.33)
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Even though −Re > 0, because is very small, the amplification caused by this

term is almost negligible even if there is a significant charge separation. Finally,

the advection step

∂ne

∂t
= S Ane = Ae · ∇ne (4.34)

can be solved using the method of characteristics [41]. Therefor, if (x∗, y∗) is

a point in the characteristics of (4.34) corresponding to a time step backwards

in time, then density can be expressed as ne(x, y, t) = ne(x∗, y∗, t − ∆t). Defining

sx = x − x∗ and sy = y − y∗, we can use the recursion proposed be [75] to estimate

(x∗, y∗):

s(k+1) = ∆tAe(r − s(k)∆t) (4.35)

Notice that this is only necessary because the advection field is position depen-

dent. Once s is calculated for each grid point, we can integrate (4.34) a time

∆t:

ne(x, y, t + ∆t) = ne(x − sx(x, y), y − sy(x, y), t) (4.36)

Clearly, the points (x − sx(x, y), y − sy(x, y)) will not in general be defined on the

grid points, but the values of ne on these coordinates can be estimated with in-

terpolation methods. This approach is called semi–Lagrangian because it solves

the equation along the characteristics but in an eulerian reference frame. We

use a cubic spline interpolation because it has been shown to perform better

than high order polynomial interpolation and it preserves the continuity of the

first and second derivatives by construction. If g is a one dimensional function

and s3 is its cubic spline representation, it can be shown [74] that

|g − s3| ≤
5

384
h4 max{g(4)} (4.37)
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Figure 4.2: Numerical algorithm for the evolution of electrons a time rt∆te.

, where g(4) denotes the fourth derivative of g and h the width of the domain’s

partition, which implies that the spline error is O(h4). In Figure 4.2 we see ex-

plicitly the numerical algorithm proposed to solve (4.9). It is important to notice

that Re and Ae are calculated with the density values at each split step. As we

will see in section 3.4, the electron solver runs several iterations before the ion

step. By recognizing that [S D, S D] = 0 and using equation (4.28), we can group

together adjacent diffusion steps from consecutive iterations. For instance, with

just two electron evolution steps:

ne(x, y, t + 2∆t) = e
∆t
2 S De

∆t
2 S Re∆tS Ae

∆t
2 S Re

∆t
2 S De

∆t
2 S De

∆t
2 S Re∆tS Ae

∆t
2 S Re

∆t
2 S Dne(x, y, t)

= e
∆t
2 S De

∆t
2 S Re∆tS Ae

∆t
2 S Re∆tS De

∆t
2 S Re∆tS Ae

∆t
2 S Re

∆t
2 S Dne(x, y, t) (4.38)

The inner loop starting at line 3 makes the electron evolve a number rt of times.

If ∆te and ∆ti are the electron and ion time steps, respectively, then rt = ∆ti/∆te.

The conditional of line 13 activates only at the last iteration, which corresponds

to the last diffusion half step as seen in equation (4.38). Following [75] approach,

the recursion of line 9 iterates three times.
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4.3.3 Ion kinetic solver

The kinetic equation (4.19) has the form of a advection–reaction equation in a 5D

phase–space. We will solve (4.19) using the semi–Lagrangian approach as de-

scribed by [17] and [27]. There is a vast literature on semi–Lagrangian methods

for the electrostatic and the electromagnetic Vlasov equation. Various numerical

experiments have shown that semi–Lagrangian methods outperform spectral,

finite diference, and finite volume methods in reproducing streaming instabili-

ties and Landau damping [83]. Furthermore, these tests suggest that the results

obtained with spline interpolation are comparable to ninth–order polyniomial

interpolation. However, general spline interpolation does not have any pos-

itivity constraints which are needed for the distribution function. Moreover,

spurious diffusive oscillations are known to occur under polynomial interpo-

lation. Some strategies to overcome these difficulties have been proposed, for

instance, WENO (“Weighted essentially non–oscillatory”) interpolation meth-

ods [73]. These new strategies are subjects of future work.

Following the approach of the previous section, we can express the ion evo-

lution equation as:

∂ fi

∂t
= (S Ar + S Av + S BGK) fi, (4.39)

where S Ar and S Av correspond to the advection in the (x, y) plane and the (vx, vy)

plane, respectively. Operator S BGK represents the reaction term corresponding

to the BGK operator. Note that the splitting in this case is different from the

electron case. For instance, the advection term is split by dimension and not

by operator type. Furthermore, the BGK operator is significantly more complex

than the electron reaction term because it contains several integrals over velocity

space for the calculation of moments. This makes equation (4.39) very nonlin-
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ear but significantly easier to solve numerically than the full Boltzmann equa-

tion. As for the electron case, in order to determine the appropriate operator de-

composition, the commuting properties of the operators in equation (4.39) have

to be evaluated. The commutators to calculate are [S Ar , S Av], [S Av , S BGK], and

[S BGK, S Ar ]. The two advection operators do not commute because of the elec-

tric field dependence on position, and the BGK operator term does not commute

with any of the advection terms because it also depends on position. Therefor,

Strang splitting is required to preserve the second order precision in time:

fi(x, y, vx, vy, t + ∆t) = e
∆t
2 S BGKe

∆t
2 S Ar e∆tS Av e

∆t
2 S Ar e

∆t
2 S BGK fi(x, y, vx, vy, t) (4.40)

This splitting, without taking into account the collision term, was proposed first

by [17]. An intuitive way to understand equations (4.19) and (4.40) is as fol-

lows: the BGK operator changes the local distribution to a Maxwellian at a rate

νin, constant parcels of fi are transported along lines of constant velocity and

constant acceleration.

The collision step

∂ fi

∂t
= S BGK fi = −νin( fi − M[ fi]) (4.41)

can be solved analytically, because the maxwellian M[ fi] is determined by the

ion moments (ni,ui,Ti) at each instant of time for each point in phase space. All

the moments can be obtained from the following relations:

(ni, niui, Ei)T =

∫ (
1,vi,

|vi|
2

2

)T

fid3vi

Ei =
niu2

i

2
+

nikTi

2
, (4.42)

where Ei is the ion kinetic energy per unit mass, and the ⊥ symbol has been

dropped from the ion velocity. After defining the corresponding maxwellian,
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equation (4.41) can be integrated a time ∆t [55]:

fi(ri,vi, t + ∆t) = fi(ri,vi, t)e−νin∆t + M[ fi(ri,vi, t)](1 − e−νin∆t) (4.43)

The advection steps in the (x, y) and (vx, vy) planes:

∂ fi

∂t
= S Ar fi = −vi · ∇ fi (4.44)

∂ fi

∂t
= S Av fi = −

e
mi

(E0 + δE) · ∇v fi (4.45)

can be solved using the semi–Lagrangian method presented before. In this case,

we see that the interpolations can used in the (x, y) and (vx, vy) planes assuming

that the velocity and position are constant, respectively for each fractional step.

Equations (4.44) and (4.45) can then be integrated a time ∆t by:

fi(ri,vi, t + ∆t) = fi(ri − vi∆t,vi, t) (4.46)

fi(ri,vi, t + ∆t) = fi(ri,vi −
e

mi
(E0 + δE)∆t, t), (4.47)

respectively. Notice that in (4.46), the shifting of the grid will not change as

the system evolves because vi are the grid values in the vx, vy plane and will be

defined when the system is initialized. On the other hand, to interpolate (4.47),

δE will have to be calculated at each new time iteration, which involves the

calculation of the zeroth moment. Equations (4.46) and (4.47) are by far the most

computationally demanding of this simulation. For instance, if the velocity grid

has a size of Nv × Nv and the position grid a size of Nr × Nr, equation (4.46) will

involve N2
v interpolations on a N2

r grid and equation (4.47) N2
r interpolations on

a N2
v grid. This step is analogous to the particle push in PIC simulations.

Figure 4.3 shows the numerical algorithm for the evolution of ions. Lines

2-5 and 17-20 correspond to the collision steps, the rest are for the advection in

configuration and velocity space. Note that in line 10 the perturbed electric field
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Algorithm Ion Kinetic Solver

1: procedure IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)

2: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

3: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

4: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
5: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
6: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
7: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
8: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

9: ni ←
∑vmax

−vmax
fi∆v

2

10: δE ← EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
11: for (xα, yβ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nr]× [1, Nr] do
12: (v∗x, v

∗
y)← (vx − e

mi
δEx∆ti, vy − e

mi
(E0 + δEy)∆ti)

13: fi(vx, vy)← fi(v
∗
x, v
∗
y)

14: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
15: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
16: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

17: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

18: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

19: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
20: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
21: return fi

Algorithm Electric Field Solver

1: procedure EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
2: φ̃(kx, ky) = − e

ε0|k|2F{ne − ni}
3: φ̃(0, 0) = 0
4: δE = F−1{−ikφ̃} . Keeping just real part
5: return δE

Algorithm Hybrid Solver

1: Pink noise δn
2: ne, ni ← n0(1 + δn)
3: fi initialized as Maxwellian
4: for i = 1 : Nsteps do
5: ne ← ElectronSolve(ne, ni,∆te, rt)
6: fi ← IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)
7: if (i mod Nsample) = 0 then . Perform diagnosis
8: Collect Erms, < δn2 >
9: Collect ñe(k, ω)

10: Calculate spectral moments vp and δvp

11: Write to file

2

Figure 4.3: Numerical algorithm for the evolution of ions a time ∆ti

has to be recalculated with the updated values of fi. In contrast to the electron

case, here the characteristic curves can be taken as constant on each fractional

step, which obviates the need to use the recursion (4.35).

4.3.4 Building the hybrid solver and diagnostics

Now that each solver has been described, we can construct the final form of

the hybrid solver. Given that charge mobility is inversely proportional to the

mass, we see that for the E region context, electron mobility is much higher

than ion mobility. This difference in mobility allows the solver to have ∆ti > ∆te.

Consequently, rt can have relatively high values. We can construct the hybrid

solver using the previously described algorithms as shown in Figure (4.4).
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Algorithm Ion Kinetic Solver

1: procedure IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)

2: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

3: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

4: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
5: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
6: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
7: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
8: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

9: ni ←
∑vmax

−vmax
fi∆v

2

10: δE ← EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
11: for (xα, yβ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nr]× [1, Nr] do
12: (v∗x, v

∗
y)← (vx − e

mi
δEx∆ti, vy − e

mi
(E0 + δEy)∆ti)

13: fi(vx, vy)← fi(v
∗
x, v
∗
y)

14: for (vxα , vyβ ) where (α, β) ∈ [1, Nv]× [1, Nv] do
15: (x∗, y∗)← (x− vxα∆ti/2, y − vyβ∆ti/2)
16: fi(x, y)← fi(x

∗, y∗)

17: (ni, niui, Ei)←
∑vmax

−vmax

(
1,vi,

|vi|2
2

)
fi∆v

2
i

18: Ti ← 1
k ( 2Ei

ni
− |ui|2)

19: Map M [fi] with (ni,ui, Ti)
20: fi ← fie

−νin∆t/2 +M [fi](1− e−νin∆t/2)
21: return fi

Algorithm Electric Field Solver

1: procedure EFieldSolve(ne, ni)
2: φ̃(kx, ky) = − e

ε0|k|2F{ne − ni}
3: φ̃(0, 0) = 0
4: δE = F−1{−ikφ̃} . Keeping just real part
5: return δE

Algorithm Hybrid Solver

1: Pink noise δn
2: ne, ni ← n0(1 + δn)
3: fi initialized as Maxwellian
4: for i = 1 : Nsteps do
5: ne ← ElectronSolve(ne, ni,∆te, rt)
6: fi ← IonSolve(ne, fi,∆ti)
7: if (i mod Nsample) = 0 then . Perform diagnosis
8: Collect Erms, < δn2 >
9: Collect ñe(k, ω)

10: Calculate spectral moments vp and δvp

11: Write to file

2
Figure 4.4: Numerical algorithm for the Hybrid Solver proposed in this

work to study Farley–Buneman instabilities.

The electron density was initialized by simulating a pink noise distributed

perturbation (δn) of the background plasma density (n0), such that ne(x, y, t =

0) = n0(1 + δn) (Figure 4.5). The amplitude of the perturbation was chosen

to be on the order of 0.1% of the background density. The ion distribution

function was initialized by using the same charge distribution of the electrons

(ni(x, y, t = 0) = ne(x, y, t = 0)) and a Maxwellian velocity distribution centered

at the origin (Figure 4.5). The chosen coordinate system is illustrated in Figure

4.5, with earth’s magnetic field B in the direction perpendicular to the plane, the

background electric field E0 ‖ ŷ and V0 ‖ E0 ×B ‖ x̂.

As we can see in Figure 4.4, the diagnostic block will retrieve from the solver

several important variables every Nsteps iterations. These time series will be con-

structed in the same way as has been presented in most of the literature. The

ERMS estimate will be calculated from just the perturbed electric field, in other

words, using δE without considering E0. For measuring the nonlinear wave

growth, we will calculate the standard deviation of the perturbed component

of the density δn = ne/n0 − 1. The other component of the diagnostic section is

the spectral analysis of the density perturbations, which will focus on the moni-
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Figure 4.5: Left: Initial δn/n0 distribution generated with attenuated noise
(∝ 1/|k|1/2).Right: Integrated initial ion distribution function
over all configuration space and selecting a sub interval of the
full velocity domain.

toring of the relative power and the phase speed of different wave k-modes. By

calculating the spatial Fourier transform ñe(k, t) = F {ne(r, t)}, we can visualize

how the wave modes are distributed by plotting the normalized power spectral

density. Furthermore, if ñe(k, ω) = F {ñe(k, t)} is the Fourier transform in time,

the first two spectral moments can be estimated for each k-mode:

vp(k) =

∫
dω|ñe(k, ω)|

ω

|k|∫
dω|ñe(k, ω)|

(4.48)

δvp(k)2 =

∫
dω|ñe(k, ω)|

(
vp(k) −

ω

|k|

)2

∫
dω|ñe(k, ω)|

(4.49)

Notice that either the phase speed vp(k) and the spectral width δvp(k) are calcu-

lated for every wave mode. This will allow us to simulate, for instance, coherent

radar estimates at different lines of sights and compare them to experimental

measurements. It is worth noting that Nsteps has to be large enough to sample at

times that are on the order of magnitude of the period of the density irregulari-

ties.
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4.4 Numerical Tests

In order to assess the numerical algorithms proposed, some tests will be pre-

sented. We will assume that the electron reaction and the diffusion steps will

not require additional analysis because they are based in a direct computation

and a Fourier transform, respectively. In the following numerical tests, unless

explicitly mentioned, we will use the physical parameters described in Table 4.1

that are representative of conditions in the auroral E–region.

Table 4.1: Numerical tests: Physical parameters

Name Symbol Value

Background Electric field E0 50 mV/m

Background Magnetic field B0 5 × 10−5T

Ion–neutral collision frequency νin 2.5 × 103Hz

Electron and Ion temperatures Te = Ti 300K

Plasma density N0 1010m−3

Furthermore, we will define a set of simulation parameters for the baseline

case. These parameters are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Numerical tests: Baseline simulation parameters

Name Symbol Value

Time step dtb 2.5 × 10−7s

Number of grid points in each dimension Nb 128

Lateral size of simulation box Lb 3m
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4.4.1 Testing ELECTRONSOLVE

The tests for the electron solver will assess the expected precision of the operator

splitting approach and the advection step. Because both the physical and sim-

ulation parameters give a CFL number greater than one and periodic boundary

conditions are assumed, the grid had to be extended to interpolate values out-

side the grid in every iteration. For these tests, we will ignore ion dynamics.

Therefore, contributions from δE will be neglected.

For the first test, we will solve 4.9 with constant coefficients, ignoring ion

coupling. An analytical solution can be obtained by assuming a plane wave

solution of the form n = n0e(Re−De |kw |
2)t cos(Ae · kwt − r), where kw is an arbitrary

wave vector, and the terms Ae, De, and Re can be calculated using just the linear

terms of equations (4.9) and the values of Table 4.1. With this approach, we

can explore how relevant is each term in the system and whether the numerical

error bound (4.37) holds.

The advective CFL number is given by:

CFL = max (Ax, Ay)
∆t
∆x

= max (Ax, Ay)
N∆t

L
, (4.50)

where Ax,y, L, ∆t, and N are the velocity components, length of grid, time step,

and number of grid cells, respectively. For our purposes, Ax,y is determined by

the physical parameters of Table 4.1. Consequently, to investigate the relation

between simulation parameters, CFL number, and numerical precision we will

focus on L, ∆t, and N.

We compared the numerical solver for different simulation parameters,

keeping the CFL number equal to the baseline CFLb. Next, we modify each

baseline simulation parameter so CFL = 2CFLb and compared the errors.
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Figure 4.6: Assessing precision of electron solver with constant coefficients
(Top:) with the same CFL=CFLb number and (Bottom:) between
CFLb and 2CFLb cases.

Figure (4.6) shows the results of the first set of tests. The colored texts indi-

cate the simulation parameters in terms of the baseline parameters. Both error

bounds in the top plot where calculated using equation (4.37). The quantity

δnRMS corresponds to the root mean square of the difference between the esti-

mated and the theoretical densities. The black dots and the black line represent

the errors obtained with the baseline parameters in the top and bottom plots,
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respectively.

The two curves of the top plot correspond to runs with the same CFL num-

ber (CFLb = 3.75). We see that both errors are well bounded by the theoretical

error bounds. Because the error bound for cubic splines is inversely propor-

tional to the number of grid points, smaller errors were obtained when N = 2Nb.

These error estimates are not significantly affected by the diffusion and reac-

tion term, were the latter is several order of magnitude smaller than the former.

As splitting theory shows, the error due to time splitting is negligible because

the operators commute when their coefficients are constant. Furthermore, we

see that the case when the time step and the length are doubled match almost

exactly with the baseline case.

In the bottom plot we compare the baseline case (black lines) against runs

having twice the CFL number. Notice how the case were the CFL number is

doubled by halving the box length shows the same errors as the case where the

CFL number is doubled by doubling the time step. Doubling the number of

grid points (blue line) reduces the error even if the CFL number is doubled.

The second test assess the precision of the semi–Lagrangian solver when the

advection velocity is position–dependent. A 1D equation with a x dependent

advection velocity will be used. The equation and its analytical solution are:

∂n
∂t

+ A(1 + f sin(kx))
∂n
∂x

= 0 (4.51)

n(x, t) = n

A
√

1 − f 2t − 2 arctan

 f + tan(kx/2)√
1 − f 2

 , (4.52)

where A, f , and k were chosen to have magnitudes representative of auroral

environments. The magnitude of the advection was taken to be A = E0/B0,

where the sinusoidal term emulates the perturbations caused by δE with f to
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modulate its amplitude. Notice that the solution (4.52) reduces to the constant

advection case when f = 0. We compare the theoretical solution with two differ-

ent numerical implementations of the semi–Lagrangian step: one estimating the

bottom of the characteristics with the second order method outlined in section

4.3.2, and other that assumes the characteristics are position independent.

Figure 4.7: Assessing precision of electron solver for 1D position–
dependent advection. First, second and third column corre-
spond to the solution at different times, errors at iteration 5000,
and root mean square of the errors for 10000 iterations, respec-
tively. Top: f = 0.1. Middle: f = 0.75. Bottom: f = 0.9.

Each row of Figure (4.7) correspond to runs with different values of f . In

the first column, we can see the initial density plotted in red and subsequent

density distributions for different time steps. In the second column, we show
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the errors associated with the first order (blue) and the second order (green)

semi–Lagrangian steps for the iteration 5000. Finally, the last column shows the

root mean square error of both implementations for 10,000 iterations.

We can see that even when f = 0.1, failing to resolve the bottom of the charac-

teristic before doing the interpolation decreases precision by around two orders

of magnitude. Furthermore, the precision of these estimates can be significantly

improved by increasing the number of grid points or taking smaller time steps.

4.4.2 Testing IONSOLVE

In order to assess the kinetic ion solver, we will use two different tests. First, we

will solve the 2D×2V Vlasov equation for constant acceleration a, for which the

solution can be obtained analytically:

f (r,v, 0) = g(r,v) = sin(2πkxx) cos(2πkyy) exp
− (v2

x + v2
y)

2

(4.53)

∂ f
∂t

+ v · ∇ f + a · ∇v f = 0 (4.54)

f (teo)(r,v, t) = g
(
r − a

t2

2
− vt,v − at

)
(4.55)

Equation (4.53) represents the initial distribution function in terms of g,

equation (4.54) is the Vlasov equation with constant acceleration, and expres-

sion (4.55) is the analytical solution of (4.54). The velocity range was chosen

to be [−6vth, 6vth], the acceleration magnitude |a| ≈ eE0/mi, and the time step

dt = 10−4. This scenario emulates the evolution of the unmagnetized ion distri-

bution function in the auroral region if electron coupling is neglected. We used

a large time step to decrease the computational cost of the analysis.
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Figure 4.8: Errors between theoretical and numerical solutions for con-
stant advection in the 4D phase space and for different grid
sizes.

Figure (4.8) shows the root mean square error between the theoretical and

numerical estimates for different configuration and velocity grid discretizations.

Notice that the errors are only slightly decreased when Nv = 64. Although the

numerical precision will increase with smaller time steps, the computational

cost of increasing the number of time steps of the kinetic solver is considerable.

For the second test, we will assess the behavior of the BGK operator qual-

itatively. We applied the kinetic solver to a 1D×1D collisional two–stream in-

stability. The system was initialized with two counter–streaming maxwellian

distributions in a background of constant opposite charges and a small sinu-

soidal density perturbation. The electric field was calculated using a 1D Poisson

spectral solver.

Figure (4.9) shows the normalized distribution functions for different colli-

sion frequencies at the same iteration step. We can see that increasing the colli-

sion frequency thermalizes the system, raising the population of particles with

zero velocity and damping the instability.
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Figure 4.9: 1D×1D two–stream instability simulation using the BGK-
Semilagrangian scheme. Left: ν = 0. Middle: ν = 0.1 Right:
ν = 0.2.

4.5 Simulation Runs and Discussion

In this section, we will use the numerical algorithms designed in section 4.3

to solve equations (4.9), (4.19), and (4.4). These equations capture the rele-

vant physics of Farley–Buneman instabilities. The coefficients for this system

of equations will be calculated using the parameters from Table (4.3). The sim-

ulation will be initialized as described in section 4.3.4. The background electric

field E0 is well above the threshold for instability (≈ 20 mV/m), according linear

theory.

Figure (4.10) illustrates the early stages of wave growth. Each row corre-

sponds to a different time iteration. The first column shows the perturbed elec-

tron density δne = ne/n0−1. The second column shows the root mean square val-

ues of δE and of δne relative to the background n0. These two metrics are widely

used in the literature because they capture important signatures of nonlinear

dynamics. The dashed black line indicates the value of the background elec-

tric field. In the third column, we show the normalized power spectra |ñe(kx, ky)|

for the corresponding density distribution which provide information about the
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Table 4.3: Simulation parameters

Name Symbol Value

Background Electric field E0 50 mV/m

Background Magnetic field B0 5 × 10−5T

Ion–neutral collision frequency νin 2.5 × 103Hz

Electron and Ion temperatures Te = Ti 300K

Plasma density N0 1010m−3

Ion time step ∆ti 5 × 10−6s

Number of grid points in each dimension Nx,Nv 256,32

Lateral size of simulation box L 3m

Ion Velocity range [−6vth, 6vth] [−1.75, 1.75]km/s

Ratio ∆ti/∆te rt 10

dominant wave modes.

The first row of Figure (4.10) represents the system a few iterations after

initialization. We see that |δne| / 0.01 and is not yet resolvable with the scale

used. This also can be seen in the adjacent plot, where the perturbations in the

electric field are still very small. Likewise, the power spectra shows a broad

energy distribution across many wave modes which are the remnants of the

white noise used for initialization. In the second, row we show the system after

7,000 ion time steps. The density perturbations are now δne / 0.05 and show a

well defined wave–like structure. As expected from linear theory, we see that

the root mean square of δne follows an exponential increase. The power spectra

is now concentrated in a few oblique modes and shows a clear deviation from

the E0 × B0 ‖ x direction. Moreover, large wavelength modes perpendicular to

E0×B0 started to form around the origin which corresponds to the perpendicular
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secondary waves driven by the y component of δE.

Figure 4.10: Evolution of δne and δE. Right: Density perturbations. Middle:
Root mean square of time series of δne and δE. Left: Normal-
ized |ñ(kx, ky)|. Top: 300 ion time steps. Bottom: 7000 ion time
steps.

Figure (4.11) represents the system close to and after the amplitude saturates.

In the first row, we see the system after 8500 ion time steps. The density irregu-

larities are clearly propagating at an angle different to the x direction, and their

amplitude is δne / 0.1. Furthermore, we can clearly see irregularities forming

in the vertical direction. The amplitude of the density irregularities is still in-

creasing exponentially. The root mean square electric field has increased to be

much larger than E0, which has not been seen in either PIC simulations or rocket
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in–situ measurements. The power spectra show that the wave modes surround-

ing the origin in the previous plot have now coupled together with the primary

waves. The system presented in the second row has evolved for 9,700 ion time

steps. The rms peak of δne indicates saturation which means that the system is

now dominated by the strongly nonlinear δE. Both the power spectra and the

density plots show that formation of small scale wave modes after saturation.

Figure 4.11: Evolution of δne and δE. Top: 8500 ion time steps. Bottom:
9700 ion time steps.

A second run was made using almost the same simulation parameters from

Table (4.3), using new values for ∆ti = 2×10−5s, E0 = 80 mV/m, and rt = 20. The

rest of features of this second run are the same as the first one.
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Figures (4.11) and (4.13) show the density perturbations at three different

times and the temporal evolution of δERMS and the root mean square of the ir-

regularities, respectively. Notice that each density plot is label with a letter that

is located at its corresponding location in the time series of Figure (4.13).

The first density plot (A) was taken after 1400 ion time steps when the ex-

ponential wave growth is occurring. Because the background electric field used

for this run is larger than the one used in the previous run but the threshold

for instability is the same, wave growth starts sooner. The second density plot

(B) was taken after 1800 ion time steps, just before the system saturates. After

saturation, we see that the irregularities fluctuate around 0.7n0, consistent with

rocket measurements [79]. In this run, we see that the electric field saturates at

values much closer to E0, a behavior better aligned with the experimental ev-

idence [79, 6]. The last plot (C) illustrates the density irregularities after 3600

ion steps. Although the temporal evolution of the irregularities is more stable

in this run, we see that small scale structures emerged after saturation that were

not present in the previous run. These small scale structures are not present in

PIC simulations of Farley–Buneman instabilities [69, 67].

In both runs, we found that the system started deviating from number den-

sity conservation as it approached saturation. At the exponential growth phase,

the difference between the total number density and the total number density

at initialization was approximately 10−7n0. Close to saturation, this number in-

creased to approximately 10−5n0. This ratio keeps increasing after saturation un-

til the simulation becomes unstable. This is an expected behavior because our

numerical approach was not built to be conservative. The lack of number den-

sity conservation may be related to numerical artifacts that create charge imbal-
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of δne. A: 1400 ion time steps. B: 1800 ion time steps.
C: 3600 ion time steps

ances, producing electric fields that could be related to the small scale structures

we see after saturation.
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Figure 4.13: Evolution of δne and δE for 10000 ion time steps.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Since their discovery more than fifty years ago, we have answered numerous

questions about the dynamics of Farley–Buneman instabilities. Linear theory,

although limited, has produced some important verified predictions. Particle

in cell simulations were able to reproduce some of the essential nonlinear lo-

cal phenomena seen with rockets and radars. Using these two tools together,

empirical models have been constructed to improve our understanding of the

Doppler signatures of these instabilities. Nevertheless, current models are un-

able to simulate large systems that are needed to explore non–local phenom-

ena. Understanding this large–scale processes are fundamental to answer some

of the remaining open questions, for instance, how does density gradients af-

fect these processes? What are the dominant wavelengths involved in Farley–

Buneman turbulence? What are their Doppler signatures at off–perpendicular

angles? What is the physics involved in the wave–heating processes?

In order to address these questions systematically, we need approaches

that go beyond the limitations of current models and experimental techniques.

Large scale spectral features, as well as the local plasma state parameters, have

to be coupled by physical models. This will only be achieved with more scalable

modeling and new ways to assess our empirical models. In this work, we take

the first steps in this direction.

First, we present a novel approach to understanding one of the most impor-

tant nonlinear aspects of Farley–Buneman instabilities, the saturation of phase

speeds, using a systems–science approach. The goal was to model the back-

ground turbulence that emerges from the Farley–Buneman instability using the
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formalism of stochastic differential equations and estimate how this turbulent

interaction can decrease the value of vp. We were able to quantify the stochastic

forcing on the system by knowing the statistical behavior of the electron veloc-

ity perturbations in the direction of the flow. The phase velocities were obtained

by calculating the eigenfrequencies of the augmented linear system.

Even though we assumed that the electrons were isothermal and the model

was one dimensional, we were able to reproduce phase speed limitation to val-

ues close to Cs which is consistent with radar measurements. The power of this

method relies on the fact that no assumptions had to be made with regard to the

probability distributions of the electron velocity perturbations.

The purpose of the second part of this work was to assess the mathematical

and physical consistency of an empirical model that maps Doppler spectral mo-

ments from the backscatter of Farley–Buneman irregularities into auroral con-

vection patterns. Both these instabilities and the convection patterns are, to a

great approximation, electrostatic phenomena. Therefor, the flows have to be

incompressible. For this reason, the criteria for assessing their consistency was

the extent to which the empirical model produced incompressible flows.

We used the Doppler spectra measurements from the substorm event on De-

cember 20, 2015. Two approaches were taken to assess incompressibility: (a)

fitting smooth potential curves to the Doppler spectral moments and (b) calcu-

lating whether the convection field produced by the model was incompressible

within experimental uncertainties. Using the L-curve and discrepancy prin-

ciple methods, our analysis shows that potential curves from incompressible

fields could be fit to the data without significant deviations. Likewise, the error

propagation analysis suggests that most of the evaluated convection fields are
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incompressible.

Ion kinetic effects are needed to avoid numerical artifacts in the simulation of

Farley–Buneman instabilities. However, because we are interested in non–local

behavior, the high dimensionality of the kinetic equations becomes a big hurdle.

Although PIC methods have been used to model kinetic behavior with great

success, some of its limitations make them unsuitable for large–scale problems.

For instance, due to numerical noise, is extremely difficult to resolve structures

close to the amplitude of statistical noise and high energetic populations. More-

over, ionospheric plasmas require expensive Monte Carlo–simulated collisions.

These limitations makes the PIC approach prohibitively expensive for non–local

investigations. The last part of this work consisted on designing a continuous

hybrid simulation of Farley–Buneman instabilities in order to start exploring

the possibility of simulating large scale phenomena.

We used a fluid isothermal model for the magnetized electrons, an electro-

static approximation for the fields, and a BGK kinetic equation for unmagne-

tized ions. The fluid solver was implemented by solving the corresponding

diffusion–advection–reaction equation. The diffusion and reaction parts could

be solved with direct integration and a Fourier spectral solver, respectively. Be-

cause of the high speed electron flows, the advective part required a character-

istic based method, and for this work we used the semi–Lagrangian approach.

The ion equations were split into a configuration and velocity space terms. Each

of the kinetic terms were also solved using the semi–Lagrangian formalism.

Using this hybrid continuous method, we were able to resolve some of the

most important features of Farley–Buneman instabilities: wave modes grow-

ing from white noise, exponential wave growth, wave turning due to thermal
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effects, saturation of the electric field and the density irregularities, and the

primary/secondary wave dynamics. Furthermore, the simulated electric fields

and density irregularities were consistent with the experimental measurements

from radars and rockets.

In summary, we developed a novel approach to successfully reproduce

phase speed saturation without the need of resolving nonlinear dynamics, pro-

posed a new methodology to assess empirical models relating Doppler spec-

tra of Farley–Buneman irregularities to auroral convection, and designed a hy-

brid simulation method that reproduces some of the main features of Farley–

Buneman instabilities and has the potential to scale better than PIC methods to

explore non–local phenomena.

Our results are just the first steps to solve the problems related to non–local

Farley–Buneman instabilities in the auroral region. Nevertheless, the tools de-

veloped here have huge potential for future developments. Next, we will out-

line some of these possible improvements:

On the stochastic modeling of Farley–Buneman irregularities

One of the assumptions used in our analysis was that electrons were isothermal.

This could be a poor approximation during strong geomagnetic events. Extend-

ing our linear analysis to include thermal equations should provide more real-

istic estimates. Furthermore, the theory used to integrate stochastic dynamical

systems can be extrapolated to other ionospheric phenomena were the nonlin-

earities can be modeled with random processes.

On the empirical model of Doppler spectra of radar Aurora

To obtain a more robust assessment of the empirical model, more experimen-
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tal data has to be evaluated. Furthermore, by relaxing the initial assumptions

about the model’s parameters, we could upgrade the empirical model to esti-

mate neutral winds.

On the hybrid continuous simulations of Farley–Buneman instabilities

First, we need to implement thermal equations for the fluid electrons which

are specially needed in the auroral region where heating can have a signifi-

cant effect. Then, conservative forms of the semi–Lagrangian approach can be

tested along with less oscillatory forms of interpolation. A more ambitious im-

provement would be to implement a tensor train methodology to express the

phase space as tensor multiplications, reducing the effective dimensionality of

the problem.
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APPENDIX A

ERROR PROPAGATION ANALYSIS

In this section we derive the uncertainties σd, σs and σ∇·v. If pi represents

the power in the i-th spectral bin, the Doppler shift and spectral width of each

power spectra can be estimated, respectively, by:

ds =

∑
i pivi∑

i pi
=

∑
i pivi

p
(A.1)

dω =

√∑
i piv2

i

p
− d2

s (A.2)

where
∑

i pi = p and vi corresponds to the velocity of the bin. The power mea-

surements at each bin are essentially uncorrelated, which means that the covari-

ance Cov(pi, p j) � σ2
pi
, σ2

p j
for i , j. Given that the covariance is negligible, the

uncertainties associated with the Doppler shift and spectral width estimation

can be written as [7]:

σ2
s =

∑
i

[
∂ds

∂pi

]2

σ2
pi

(A.3)

=
∑

i

[
pvi −

∑
i pivi

p2

]2

σ2
pi

(A.4)

=
∑

i

[
vi − ds

p

]2

σ2
pi

(A.5)

σ2
ω =

∑
i

[
∂dω
∂pi

]2

σ2
pi

(A.6)

=
∑

i

[
1

dω

(
pv2

i −
∑

i piv2
i

p2 − 2ds
∂ds

∂pi

)]2

σ2
pi

(A.7)

=
∑

i

[
1

dω

(
v2

i − (d2
ω + d2

s )
p

− 2ds
vi − ds

p

)]2

σ2
pi

(A.8)

=
∑

i

[
(vi − ds)2 − d2

ω

dω p

]2

σ2
pi

(A.9)

Using these expressions, σs and σω can be calculated at every bin of the Doppler

spectra. In order to calculate σ∇·v, the uncertainties associated to the radial (vr)
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and polar (vφ) components of the velocity field have to be estimated. The polar

components can be written as vr = vd sin θ and vφ = vd cos θ, where vd and θ are the

convection speed and flow angle as previously defined. Using (3.7) and (3.8):

vd = 100

√√
(ds − vn)2 +

d2
ω

α2 − 350 (A.10)

θ = − tan−1
(

dω
α(ds − vn)

)
+ θth (A.11)

Given that vd, cos θ and sin θ depend on the variables ds and dω, their variances

can be written as:

σ2
vd

=

(
∂vd

∂ds

)2

σ2
s +

(
∂vd

∂dω

)2

σ2
ω (A.12)

σ2
cos θ =

(
∂ cos θ
∂ds

)2

σ2
s +

(
∂ cos θ
∂dω

)2

σ2
ω (A.13)

σ2
sin θ =

(
∂ sin θ
∂ds

)2

σ2
s +

(
∂ sin θ
∂dω

)2

σ2
ω (A.14)

Using these variances, the uncertainties of the velocities parallel (σvr ) and per-

pendicular (σvφ) to the LOS, can be calculated as follows:

σ2
vr

= v2
r

σ2
vd

v2
d

+
σ2

sin θ

sin2 θ

 (A.15)

σ2
vφ = v2

φ

σ2
vd

v2
d

+
σ2

cos θ

cos2 θ

 (A.16)

Finally, discretizing the divergence in polar coordinates:

∇ · ~vd ≈
vr

r
+

∆vr

∆r
+

1
r

∆vφ
∆φ

(A.17)

the estimated uncertainty for the divergence can be expressed as:

σ∇·v ≈

√
σ2

vr

(
1
r2 +

2
∆r2

)
+

2σ2
vφ

r2∆φ2 (A.18)

where ∆r and ∆φ are the sizes of the cells of the polar grid. Because of the

assumption of neglegible covariance, (A.18) represents a lower boundary. In or-

der to improve the precision, the truncation error associated with the discretiza-

tion in (A.17) was approximated by calculating the median value of the second
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derivative on the two velocity components using the measured data. Neverthe-

less, as expected, this value is significantly smaller than the propagated error.
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